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Effects of United States Monetary Policy on the Capital Flows
to the Latin America Countries
Abstract
In the latest time, the US has had an easy Monetary Policy. Because of the increasing link
among the countries through interconnections on international trade, financial, and labor
markets, such policy has not only had effects in the US economy, but also in the rest of the
world. So many countries, especially emerging and developing countries, have suggested that
such a policy has been causing an excessive flow of funds out of the US which are disrupting the
exchange rate and competitiveness of those countries.
An innovation of the analysis is that capital flows are divided in “Firm related” (direct
investment and equity flows) and “Debt” (debt instruments and private loans obtained from
foreign financial institutions). Another innovation is related to the measure of the external factors
considering the US alone and a compound of Advanced Countries (AC) that includes: the US,
European Union, United Kingdom, and Japan. The performed analysis indicates that the US
Monetary Policy has been having a role on the determination of the capital flows to the Latin
America Countries (LAC). However, these external “push factors” have been less important than
the “pull factors” from Latin America. In the model, the “push factors” reflected to have had
influence on the total capital flows, especially through the global liquidity proxies measured by
the growth of the monetary stock in the AC. Holding all other things constant, one percent
increase in the monetary stock in the US will generate capital flows to the LAC for an amount
between 0.47 to 1.71 percentages of GDP. This effect is bigger when using the proxy constructed
with the US alone than when using the compound of AC. The long term interest rate registered
significance only on the “Firm related” type of capital flows and only when using the compound
of AC.
The performed analysis also indicates that there is preeminence of the “pull” (domestic) over
the “push” (external) factors. This means that the LAC have been pursuing actions such as
political stability, sound and consistent economic policies, and more market oriented policies
that are attracting capital flows by themselves.
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Introduction
The US Monetary Policy has had implications not only for its own economy, but also for the
rest of the world because of the main role of the US Dollar on international trade and financial
transactions. The importance of the US Dollar on the international markets has been growing
continuously because of the Globalization process of the economies, where there is an escalating
linkage in the international markets.
The Federal Reserve System (Fed) determines the monetary policy by “The pursuit of
maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates,” according to its
mission (Board of Governors of the Fed, 2012). Doing that, in the latest times, the Fed has been
maintaining easy monetary conditions through a tendency toward interest rate reduction.
As a result, many countries, especially emerging and developing, have suggested that such a
policy has been causing an excessive flow of funds out of US which is disrupting the exchange
rate and competitiveness in those countries. In order to reduce the effects of this disturbance,
those countries had been accumulating foreign reserves by their interventions on the foreign
exchange markets. But those countries have been investing back on the US, principally on
longer-term US Treasuries, causing more downward pressure on US interest rates and preserving
these disrupting conditions.
Therefore, my dissertation investigates how the US Monetary Policy is affecting the capital
flows to the emerging and developing countries, specifically the Latin America Countries (LAC)
during the time period 1987-2010.
In order to do that, I begin by analyzing some of the main features of the US Monetary
Policy, trying to understand the main historical tendencies and then compiling some of the main
1

ideas behind the effects of the Globalization Process on the US monetary Policy determination;
this analysis is presented on Chapter II.
Afterwards, on Chapter III, I’m making a descriptive analysis of the tendencies of the capital
flows to the emerging and developing countries for the time period considered. Then, focusing
on those countries considered as LAC, in order to analyze the behavior of the flows of capital to
those countries. Identifying there that the LAC have been receiving capital flows, especially
those directly related to the firms.
Because in the latest times there has been a low interest rate in US along with capital flows
to the LAC, in Chapter IV, I’m proposing a quantitative analysis (through econometric models)
in two phases. The first one consists of a model which can help understand the relationship
between the long and short term interest rate in US; the model will be in order to see the
relationship of the US Monetary policy main tool and one of the benchmarks in the international
financial markets, such as the US Treasury 10 years interest rate. The second phase will consist
on the development of a “push and pull factors” model of capital flows that can unravel if the
external or the domestic factors are more important in the behavior of those capital flows. This
will be in order to see if the US Monetary Policy has been having such effects on those countries.
In Chapter V, I present the quantitative analysis related to the long and short term interest
rate, the results indicate that the Federal Funds interest rate (main tool of US Monetary Policy)
has had some influence on the long term interest rate, which has weakened in the latest times
(2003-2011) given to the importance of other economic conditions, such as the US Fiscal policy.
Consequently, the econometric results also support the “conundrum on the interest rate
phenomenon.”

2

In Chapter VI, I present the application of the “push and pull factors” model of capital flows
to the LAC. The results indicate that both “push” and “push” factors are important on the
behavior of the capital flows to the LAC. Accordingly, the “push factors” have shown that they
have an impact on those capital flows, especially through the global liquidity proxies and such
effect is bigger when using the indicator constructed with the US alone than when using the
compound of Advanced Countries (AC, including the US, European Union, United Kingdom,
and Japan). The other, related to the monetary policy as “push factor,” the long term interest rate,
registered significance only over the “Firm related” type of capital flows and only when using
the compound of AC.
Finally, the last chapter offers an elaboration of the main conclusions that this study was able
to produce and there is a description for the main options for future researches that I found, as
well.

3

Chapter II: Some Considerations about US Monetary Policy
Based on the Mundell-Flemming model for open macroeconomic analysis1a change on the
monetary policy of a large and open economy will look to improve their domestic income by a
reduction on the interest rate that can increase the investment in real activities. At the same time,
this will promote capital flows out of its economy looking for greater returns. This, together with
the fact that the increased income will produce higher imports, ultimately will produce
disequilibrium on the balance of payments. Such deficit will promote a depreciation of the
exchange rate that will reduce a little by the impacts on income and trade deficits.
However, those effects are also felt in the small and open economies, such effects in
accordance with the openness to the capital movements and the exchange rate regime of those
countries, through changes on their trade flows, domestic income, and exchange rates, as well.
Indeed, the model suggests that with flexible exchange rates (in those small and open countries),
the impact of external shocks is attained to the cost of appreciated exchange rate that could take
back the positive impact on income and trade flows. With fixed exchange rates, the lack of
independent monetary policy can produce greater impact of those external shocks.
Indeed, such theoretical statement is one of the main sources of disagreement around the
world because most of the countries are responding to the quantitative easing on US and other
the advanced countries by intervening heavily on the foreign currency market, generating, as
manifested by the Brazil’s finance minister, an “International currency war” (The Economist,
2010).

1

As is stated on Pilbeam (2006), apart from the fact that there are limitations on this analysis because of the reliance on the
Marshal-Lerner conditions, the neglecting of supply side effects, and also because of the assumptions of static assumptions,
among others. This type of analysis can give a general idea of the effects of the changes on one country and how it can affect
others as well.
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Then, in the actual political, economic, and financial conditions, there is an increasing
economic interdependence along with an inclination in many emerging countries to manage their
exchange rate. The effects produced by the US Monetary Policy, which is looking for its own
economic considerations, are uncertain because the other (emerging and developing) counties are
also looking for their own economic considerations.
So, the transmission mechanism of the US Monetary Policy to the emerging and developing
economies will depend on the degree of financial and economic integration among countries,
especially, those countries with greater financial and trade relationship with US and the exchange
rate regime of those countries. For that reason, in the next part, I will describe the main features
of the US Monetary Policy because in the other chapters, I will develop this relationship with the
emerging and developing countries.
1- US Monetary Policy
a. Under Greenspan-Bernanke Administrations
In order to make a complete analysis of the US Monetary Policy, it will be necessary
to analyze all the information that the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) took into
consideration to determine the monetary policy; however, that is something beyond of the scope
of this study because the main objective is to see if the general tendency of this policy has been
having a large effect on the capital flows to Latin America Countries in the recent years. So, I
will only be making a descriptive analysis of the US Monetary Policy, especially during these
two administrations.
The Federal Reserve System determines the monetary policy based on its mission of,
“Pursuit of maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates.” In that
5

context, the FED had pursued different policies along different times, all which can be seen on
the next graph2.

This graph summarizes the pursued Monetary Policy3 because it reflects the behavior
of the Federal Funds rate which is the Fed policy instrument and the inflation annually during
each year of administration of each chairman of the Fed. In effect, the Fed pursued a “stop and
go” policy since the middle of the fifties to the end of the seventies, that lead to higher inflation
and interest rate levels. After that period, more inflation and output stability prone policy
appeared along with a tendency to the reduction of the inflation and interest rates.

2

I did this considering the different Federal Reserve’s chairmen in order, not only to give an idea of the monetary policy pursued
by each of those administrations, but also to show how the tendency changes on it.
3
I would like also mention that I tried to summarize this monetary policy using monetary stock variables. However, to my
understanding, the combination of interest rate and inflation reflects it better, for that reason those weren’t show.
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Some intention to correct this high inflation and interest rate scenario were made
during the mandate of Arthur Burns. The political, economic, and financial conditions during
those years (end of the Bretton Woods Accords that promoted the floating-rate system and Oil
crisis shock among others) didn’t allow correcting the path. So, it was not until the period of Paul
Volcker as Fed’s Chairman, that the policy changed its tendency.
During Allan Greenspan’s administration, the sustained monetary policy (toward
reduction of interest rate and inflation) allowed economic stabilization and a promotion of the
financial system. One of the main characteristics of this period was the inclination of liberal
measures that advocate the ability of the markets to its auto regulation. Such policies were
maintained by his successor and actual Fed’s Chairman, Ben Bernanke.
Despite the fact that, during Greenspan-Bernanke administration, the US hadn’t had
the high levels of inflation registered in earlier years, it appears that the monetary policy pursued
during this time period had reflected a preeminence to be a “pursuit of maximum employment”
because of the maintenance of low interest rate in most of the last decade, as it is illustrated in
the next graph.

7

According to my understanding, this graph reflects the nature of countercyclical
Monetary Policy even when there is no direct mandate of the Government regarding the US
Monetary Policy. As it will be developed further in another chapter, many critics in the aftermath
of the Global Crisis have been arguing that the Federal Funds interest rate was maintained lower
than the economy had needed during the 2002-2004 period.
b. International Aspects of US Monetary Policy
The earlier argument is incomplete without taking into consideration the fact that the
world has been more interlinked (by an international integration of markets) since the middle of
the 80’s and, for that reason, the individual actions of the countries have had effects on the
others, especially when it is a big and important country like the US.

8

In effect, Kamin (2009) argues that the effectiveness of the monetary policy of any
country has been constrained, not only by the fact that, “Policy makers must respond to a wider
range of developments,” but also, “Globalization alters the transmission channels of monetary
policy.” In that sense, the FED argues, that even when they don’t “Directly adjust its policy in
response to international developments,” they only consider those indirectly if they believe that
those are affecting domestic indicators that they took into consideration at the time to set the
monetary goals.
As time has passed, many countries have been adopting an inflationary anchor (by the
implementations of Inflation Targeting Schemes) to determine their monetary policy. However,
with the increase of the global imbalances, the reduction of the interest rate in the advanced
countries, and the booming of the movements of capital flows around the world, many countries
began to manage their exchange rate by accumulating foreign reserves, which will mostly be
looking for a low risk investment. So according to Geithner4 (2006), these investments put
downward pressure on the US long term interest rate and upward pressure in other assets. For
that reason, these international considerations are limiting the effectiveness of the monetary
policy even more because they depend on the effect of the financial conditions of any country.
In fact, the chairman of the Fed assured in the Fourth Economic Summit, Stanford
Institute for Economic Policy Research, Stanford, California, in 2007, that, “The Federal Reserve
will continue to place a high priority on understanding the effects of globalization on the U.S.
economy in general and on the conduct and transmission of U.S. monetary policy in particular.”
That implies the importance of this internationally interlinked world. Where, the combination of
policies around the world, have been having notorious effects for all countries.
4

Remarks at the Japan Society Corporate Luncheon in New York City by the President and Chief Executive Officer of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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2- Concluding Remarks
There are important ideas to recall. The first one is the fact that the US Monetary Policy has
had a general tendency to reduce the interest rate in recent years that, in general, reflects an easy
monetary policy for this time period and determined, mainly considering the domestic conditions
for a long time. Second, such policy has had its effects not only for the US economy (where they
have been trying to impulse the growth in its Gross Domestic Product and decrease their deficit
on its current account), but also for the rest of the world.
Third, given the effects of the US monetary policy around the world, especially for emerging
and developing countries, there have been counter policies that have been tried to maximize the
initial effects because of the capital that flew to those countries. Those are returning back in part
of the form of foreign reserve investments, which have been maintaining downward pressure on
the interest rate.
Finally, the linkages that exist between countries through the interconnections on the trade,
financial, and labor markets are producing considerable changes in all the countries. However,
there is not enough knowledge about this phenomenon yet.

10

Chapter III: Capital Flows to Emerging and Developing Countries: The Latin
America Countries Case.
The emerging and developing economies have been gaining more important positions in the
world economy within the last three decades. In its edition of December 11, 2010, The
Economist stated “The performance of the world economy in 2011 depends on what happens in
three places: the big emerging markets, the euro area, and America,” something that seemed
unbelievable only a few years ago. But if something is true in this modern era, is that the changes
are the only permanent phenomenon in all human society.
1- Capital Flows to Emerging and Developing Countries
Economists often have different ideas about economic phenomena. There is a kind of
general consensus that the emerging and developing countries have been receiving larger
amounts of capital flows in the latest times. More important though is the fact that there is also a
concern about the unstable nature of such capital flows. But our lack of consensus doesn’t allow
us to agree on what exactly is a “Capital Flows Wave” as discussed by Forbes and Warnock
(2011). Not only is there disagreement on when it should be considered a “surge,” “stop,5”
“flight,” or “retrenchment,” but also on what causes such behavior and its consequences. As an
example of its importance is the large number of papers analyzing this topic by the International
Financial Institutions such as the IMF, World Bank, The Bank for International Settlements

5

It is important to mention that Efremidze, Schreyer, and Zula (2011) made a very good survey of the main publications related
to “sudden stops” in the latest seven years. As they state, “A brief examination of this survey reveals the myriad criteria have
been used in the recent literature to identify sudden stops.”
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(BIS), the main economic research institutions, and also by the performed research on the
specialized economic schools6.
Related to some historical consideration of the capital flows to the emerging and
developing countries, the BIS (2009a7) states, “Because under the Bretton Woods system
established in 1944, comprehensive capital account restrictions were allowed… many of those as
essential for prudent economic policymaking domestically and for permitting the gradual
restoration of liberal trading arrangements internationally.” For the 50s and 60s they said that
that those years, “Were decades of substantial trade liberalization and strong global growth…
most countries maintained a tight control on capital movements (despite some easing), their
effectiveness became progressively weaker.” According to the BIS analysis, this happened as
consequence of “divergent current account positions.”
For the decades of 70’s and 80’s, the disruption on the main developed economies
happened as a consequence of their monetary and fiscal policy, generated by, “The advent of
generalized floating among the major currencies in March 1973,” and also the inflationary
pressures generated by the oil shock which, “Created a particularly unstable structure of capital
flows. With recession and large current account deficits curbing fixed investment in the
industrial world from 1975, the international banks looked for borrowers in the developing
world.” So, there was an increasing supply of easy money for the emerging and developing
countries.

6

Even though there is huge opportunity to do further research on this topic, I decided to use the long term relationship on my
analysis, using annual data from the period 1987-2010, leaving for future researches to analyze those waves in detail.
7
I’m just taking some information of the main considerations. For a very good, descriptive, and more complete analysis of the
capital flows on historical perspective, see the paper “Capital Flows and Emerging Market Economies” by the Committee on the
Global Financial System of the BIS.
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However, the lack of consistent and sound political and economic conditions (the authors
indicate that those “The capital inflows that in effect were used to finance fiscal deficits or
sustain private consumption… in many cases, capital inflows led to large currency appreciations,
which, by making imported goods cheaper, encouraged consumption”), together with the short
term nature of the loans, with low but variable interest rate, made those capital flows unsteady,
creating, according to the authors, “Currency mismatches and short duration debt structures
played a key role in almost all financial crises affecting the emerging and developing economies
in the 1980s.” Finally, they also stated, that in the late 1980s and early 1990s, “There was a
revival of capital flows to the Emerging and developing countries as growth in the industrial
world picked up.”
Accordingly, I present a descriptive analysis of the capital flows to the emerging and
developing countries using data of the Balance of Payments (BOP) financial account that can be
found on the World Economic Outlook Data Base, April 2012. Given that there is not a generally
accepted definition of capital flows, I used some of the main features of the Balance of Payments
Manual (BPM), prepared and recommended by the IMF8, to capture a more generally accepted
approach to the capital flows. Indeed, the IMF states that, “The BPM serves as the standard
framework for statistics on the transactions and positions between an economy and the rest of the
world,” (IMF, 2011), so there exist homogenization of the compiled data on each individual
country; then, the information provided could be comparable among those different countries.
Another advantage offered by BPM use is that it comprises most of the ideas of the people which
compile the information for the BOP in each country because in its elaboration, the IMF realizes,
“Extensive consultations with national compilers and regional and international agencies over
8

Basically based on the Fifth Edition because this began to be implemented in the middle of the 90’s (even when countries differ
in time of implementation) but the compiled information with the earlier edition was statistically transformed by the IMF to meet
this new criterion.
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many years” (IMF Website, 2012). So, according to my interpretation, the IMF included
considerations regarding aspects such as lack of information, compilation practices, and
limitations around the world. Meaning that, the required information will be more easily
available to the most of the countries.
One of the main features of this BPM is the way that the financial account is
constructed because it allows a clear differentiation between financial assets and liabilities of the
compiler economy. Therefore, the double entry systems applied by the BPM allow a generally
accepted definition of capital flows to any country because it reflects, “Reductions in an
economy’s foreign assets or increases in an economy’s foreign liabilities,9” (IMF, 2011, p.7). As
a result, using Balance of Payments data on liabilities and assets for each country, it will be
easier to produce a standardized and generally accepted definition of capital flows to and from
each economy.
The data refers to net private capital flows, meaning that it is liabilities net of assets
considering together the three types of capital flows considered on the BOP compilation10:
foreign direct investments (it is the category of international investment that reflects the
objective of a resident entity in one economy obtaining a lasting interest in an enterprise resident
in another economy), portfolio investment (covers transactions in equity securities and debt
securities), and other investments (it is a residual category that includes all financial transactions
not covered in direct investment, portfolio investment, or reserve assets. For that reason, it covers
short- and long-term trade credits; currency and deposits; and other accounts receivable and
payable).

9

Financial account items are recorded on a net basis separately for each financial asset and liability (i.e., “They reflect changes
due to all credit and debit entries during an accounting period,” IMF (2011, p.35).
10
The next description is based on the Balance of Payments Manual Fifth Edition by the IMF, 2003.
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The data on net private capital flows includes 150 different emerging and developing
countries. Those were divided among the four main groups of analysis that can be seen on the
next graph.

Here, it is possible to see the behavior of the capital flows among the different groups of
emerging and developing countries. It is important to note that the capital began to flow up to the
Asian and Argentinean Crises, when capital flows retreated little. However, then it began to
surge again in the 2000’s with very high impulse, only to retreat again as consequence of the
global financial crisis in 2008-2010.
In addition to the behavior on the general capital flows, it is important to note the
composition among groups. Where, the Asian and Latin America countries registered an
15

accumulative increase of around 2,400% during the period of 1987-2010, while the Central and
East Europe registered around 900% and the other countries registered a reduction. So, even in
the changing composition among those countries, given the disruptions occurred on different
well know times, there was an increasing tendency that makes the capital flows a fundamental
part of the macroeconomic conditions of those countries, especially for the LA and Asian
countries.
But considering separately the type of capital flows, as it can be seen on the next graph,
the data indicates that only the foreign direct investment was consistently positive and almost all
the time growing (up to the global financial crisis episode) while the other two types were very
volatile types of capital flows.

16

Considering separately the FDI type of capital flows and the country group distribution,
the data shows that there is a great dispersion among groups, even though those countries began
having small amounts of capital flows in the late 1980’s, and that those have been behaving
differently.
Also, the data shows a tendency of replacement among groups, because with the Asian
Crisis, the LAC gain preponderance but it was lost in favor to the other countries in good part of
the 2000’s. But the groups also show the gaining of importance of some of the Asian countries
(like China and India) in the world production. Secondly, is that the Central & East Europe and
Other countries also had positive and increasing capital flows. This is displayed on the following
graph.

17

The relative growth of capital flows of the last groups of countries was higher than the
registered growth of the Asian and LA countries in the last part of the 2000’s. On the Other
countries, most of the explanation is related to the fact that it includes most of the oil exporting
countries of the Middle East and North of Africa (countries which, by their natural resources, are
able to attract capital flows, especially in the 2000’s because of the increased oil prices), while
the Central & East European countries, because their incorporation to the market system and the
end of civil wars in the 90’s, allowed the conditions to attract capital flows. Finally, it is
important to mention that the relative growth for the Asian countries was three times that of the
growth of the Latin America Countries in the period 1987-2010, as a mainly consequence of the
openness to the international market of China and India.
The other two types of capital flows (portfolio and other investment), considered alone,
show great volatility without any particular tendency, but their behavior is included on the
annexed graph 3.1A and annexed graph 3.2A.
In conclusion, the capital flows have been a significant part of the importance that some
of the emerging countries have been gaining lately, and among those, the Latin America
Countries. For that reason, and because of the persistence and importance on capital flows to this
region, the next section contains a descriptive analysis for the Latin America Countries.
2- Country selection and data selection for the Latin America Countries
a. Country Selection
The country selection was made considering the most important emerging and
developing countries on the American Continent. Leaving outside some Caribbean islands
(among those the biggest were Cuba, Haiti, Puerto Rico), Belize, Guyana, Suriname, and French
18

Guiana on the continental land, many of those because lack of economic information, or because
its small proportion on the total Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
In that sense, in this work when I refer to the Latin America Countries (LAC), it will
mean a selection of 20 countries, as it can be seen in the next table, where the countries were
ordered according to its importance on the total current GDP valued in US Dollars.
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Only three countries contributed 74% of the average GDP (Brazil, Mexico, and
Argentina) which indicates the huge dispersion among those on their GDP, meaning the
difficulty that aggregated values will be a good depiction of individual countries.
For that reason, I created small divisions that could be more representative for small
countries. The groups created are: the Main Three Countries (Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina), the
Big South America countries (Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, and Peru), the Small South America
Countries (Ecuador, Uruguay, Bolivia, and Paraguay), The Central America Countries
(Guatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Panama, Honduras, and Nicaragua) and, finally, the
Caribbean Countries (Dominican Republic, Trinidad & Tobago, and Jamaica). The GDP
distribution among these country groups can be seen on the annexed table 3.1A.
b. Data Selection
As a result of the major objective of this study, my main focus is on those capital flows
that flew to the Latin America countries and, according to the analysis mentioned earlier, using
BOP data of the financial account on liabilities for each country will make it possible to produce
a standardized and generally accepted definition of capital flows to each economy11.
According to this objective, I will focus on those capital flows that reflect market
considerations; meaning that I will leave out Government transactions that were realized between
those and International Financial Institutions and those that were made bilaterally with other
Governments.

11

Capital flows are defined as the net increase of foreign liabilities of the Latin America Countries. The LAC assets part is
important as well, although a research to unravel the reasons to move out of those countries is necessary, this is outside of the
scope of this study. So it is left as a suggestion for future research.
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Also, considering the different nature of those capital flows, it is necessary to consider
the different classifications suggested by the BPM. The Financial Account of the BOP classified
the financial transactions on those related to Foreign Direct Investment (FDI); Portfolio
Investment (PI) that include equity transactions, that are less than 10% of the total power voting,
and the transactions of other debt instruments, such as, securities traded on organized or other
financial markets; Financial Derivatives (FD); and Other Investment (OI) that includes all the
other financial transactions not considered earlier, are divided among those related to loans,
currency and deposits, trade credit, and all other transactions.
However, because of this general classification, I considered that making a different
arrangement of this disaggregation can facilitate the analysis. For that reason, I will analyze the
capital flows as total capital flows that include all types of capital flows called “All kinds” that
comprises the sum of FDI, PI, and OI 12.
But I also propose to analyze a part of the total capital flows disaggregated in two other
types of capital flows. The first one is called “Firm related” and the other is called “Debt”.
The “Firm related” capital flows includes those capital flows related directly to
investments on equity or ownership of firms. For that reason, it not only includes FDI, but it also
includes the portion of the PI of those financial transactions of equity (the BPM separate these
flows from the FDI because it is considered that there is no change of control on the firm when
the transaction involves less than 10% of the capital). Meaning that those capital flows are
directly relates to firms because this indicators will “reflect the objective of a resident entity in
one economy obtaining a lasting interest in an enterprise resident in another economy.”13 I have

12
13

Financial Derivatives weren’t considered because these kinds of transactions are common on most of the considered countries.
As stated on the Balance of Payments Manual.
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not seen the use of this indicator in other related works, but considering these two parts of capital
flows together can give another point of analysis, that will help us to better understand some of
the main reasons behind those capital flows. Using the FDI alone will let the part of these capital
flows that are related to firms out of the analysis but because were less than 10% of the total
stocks were compiled as PI.
Next, I considered those capital flows that were related to debt transactions, so the third
capital flows indicator is called “Debt” and it is constructed using the part of the PI related to
transactions of debt securities (in the form of bonds and notes and money market instruments)
and the part of loans of the OI (“comprise those financial assets created through the direct
lending of funds by a creditor (lender) to a debtor (borrower) through an arrangement in which
the lender either receives no security evidencing the transaction or receives a non-negotiable
document or instrument,” as stated on the Balance of Payments Manual). This indicator will
contain all capital flows of the countries to be used by the private sector on an economy, but it
also will contain an important component for some countries, that is the capital flows that are
going from the international private sector to the Government by the Issuing of Bonds or other
internationally accepted debt instruments.
The composition of these two types of capital flows, using the financial account of the
balance of payments, can be seen in the next table.
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Each of those capital flows refers basically to the net amount of financial resources that
were moved from one country to another (to this concrete case, it will refer to movements to the
Latin America Countries). Also, it is important to mention that, in their construction, there
weren’t any price adjustments considered, such as exchange rate revaluation and others (like the
Balance of Payments Manual states).
These variables were constructed using data obtained on the IMF Website and on each
individual country Central Bank or Statistical Main Institution. I used both sources, because in
some cases, there was lack of updated information on the IMF (that is normal because there are
periodical statistical revisions of the data for each country), and there were also differences on
the data between both sources, so I considered that the main source was each country Website
and used the IMF information as complementary. However, I checked consistency and
homogenization on the data used to elaborate the indicators. Also, each indicator was elaborated
on the total amount and also in its relationship with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). For that
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reason, I used data from the Main Statistical Institution14 of each country complemented with
information from the IMF and, in some cases, with information of the World Bank (WB) Data
Base.
3- Data presentation
a. Data Analysis
The first consideration relates the total amount of capital flows to the Latin America
countries and also considering separately the private flows to those that are public15. The data
shows that the Public flows were the most important on the end of the 80’s, but since then, those
flows lost importance. So, private capital flows have become the most significant flows for those
countries, as the next graph illustrates.

14

Normally the main economic statistical Institution refers to the Central Bank of each country, but in this particular case, it
refers to the Statistical Institutions of each country that are, normally, the ones that compile information of the GDP.
15
Public includes only those Government financial transactions with International Financial Institutions, country Bilateral
Agreements, and other AID financial flows.
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Indeed, the most important capital flows to the LAC has been private. But those can be
decomposed according with the classification explained earlier. For that reason, in the next
graph, you can see the total private capital flows decomposed in the different types of capital
flows.

The data indicates that the most important capital flows was the type “Firm related”, not
only for its amount, but also because it was positive and with a growing tendency for most of the
part of the years. The “Debt” type of capital flows, even though it was important most of the time
(from 1990 to 1994 its amount was higher than firm related), registered times when the flows
were negatives (meaning net payments). That also confirms the empirical work of many authors,
among those, Sula and Willet (2009, Sula (2006), Efremidze, et al (2011), and Ghosh et al
(2012), that those capital flows are subject to Surges and Sudden Stops. There is also two
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considerable years (2007 and 2010) when the three main countries received large amounts of
debts. The “Other” type of capital flows was really not that important except in 2007 as
consequence of movements on currency and deposits on Panama and large amounts of trade
credit on Brazil and Peru.
However, when these capital flows are considered in their relationship against GDP, the
general tendency is maintained. Meaning that there was increase in those capital flows up to
middle of the 90’s, afterwards it began to recover in the beginning of the 2000’s, only to
decrease again in the aftermath of the Financial Crisis, but with signal of recovery in 2010. It is
also important to note that without the volume effect (by considering their relationship against
GDP), the importance of the “Firm related” type of capital flows is preserved, as it can be seen
on the next graph.
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When considering the total capital flows (all kinds) in levels and by the main recipient
countries, as it can be seen on the next graph, the three main countries (Brazil, Mexico, and
Argentina) and the big South America Countries (Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, and Peru) are the
countries that determine the tendency. It is important to mention that this graph denotes three
main crises episodes that affected the region which were reflected on the diminution of capital
flows.

When the level effect is controlled because of the use of values in its relationship against
the GDP, and those values are compared with the general Latin America weighted average, it is
possible to see the difference among the countries in the region. Comparing the three main with
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the BSAC, both groups have basically the same tendency, with only two years (1997 and 2005),
when Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela attract larger amounts of capital flows, making the group
out of tendency. In general, the correlation of this country against the weighted average was
around 65%.
On the contrary, small countries (separated in their groups) show greater dispersion
against the average, with the exception of the CAC whose correlations were around 78% to the
general weighted average. The other two groups, the Caribbean, who had around 28%, and the
SSAC, whose correlation is only around 14%, both groups had higher dispersion. All this can be
seen on the next graphs.

The two graphs above show the divergent region, even though most of the countries
attract capital flows, they are doing it not only on their own path but also considering different
types of capital flows as well.
Analyzing the different types of capital flows separately, I present the capital flows in the
form of “Debt”. This kind of financing was used on the 90’s up until the Global Crisis, where it
was widespread used for most of the countries, but especially used by Brazil and Mexico. This
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kind of capital flows includes those issuing of bonds that the Government does and that the
private foreign sector buy. This is one important form of financing for the governments in those
countries, especially for Panama, Peru, and Argentina (when considering their percentages
against the GDP). The other component of this kind of capital flows is the private part of loans
by issuing private bonds or other financial instruments or through foreign financial institutions.
The private part has been less volatile along the time, while the issuing of Government bonds
had been used according to the financial needs of the Governments, so it has been more volatile,
but important, in the period of analysis. The behavior of this type of capital flows can be seen on
the next graph.

Making comparisons among countries in the regions, one can see their relationship with
respect to the GDP compared with the weighted average, as presented on the next graphs.
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The first important feature is that the correlation of the BSAC and CAC with the
weighted average is only around 50%, while for the SSAC, it is only 11% and the CARC 6%. So
this is a kind of capital flows that the region uses very differently. That can be considered
normal, because the issuing of Government bonds represented 45.9% of the total capital
movements in this kind of capital flows; so, each country did it considering their different
economic and political conditions. There is one year (1990) for the BSAC when Venezuela used
an extra amount of financing through issuing large amount of Government Bonds. Also, for the
SSAC, the Ecuadorian Government issued a larger amount of bonds in 1995, and on the CAC, in
1996; there were the Governments in Panama and El Salvador who issued larger Government
Bonds.
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Another way to make an analysis of this data is by considering the origin of the financial
resources and even when there is lack of information, using the data of the Portfolio Investment
Survey by the IMF16, it is possible to get the information for some of the countries in the region
related to part of the “Debt” type of capital flows, because it is only for the liabilities of debt
securities17, as it can be seen on the next graph.

The most important analysis that is possible to extract here is that the main origin of
sources is the US followed by the other countries considered as Advanced (European Union,
United Kingdom, and Japan). Indeed, in average, around 87% of the resources came from these
advanced countries, so it is expected that there should be a linkage between this source of
financing and therefore the linkage of the LAC countries with those Advanced countries and

16

There is limited information in this data base because the participation of the countries is not mandatory, so just 9 of 20
countries had information and only for the period 1997-2010.
17
“Debt” type of capital flows includes additional to the debt securities the loans obtained from international sources.
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their policies. The graph also shows that Brazil and Argentina are less dependent of the US
financial source than the other countries. Nonetheless, not all the countries are included or all of
the components of this kind of capital flows, so, this data can give us an idea of the whole LAC.
Finally, the more important type of capital flows, not only by its level, but also because it
is the only one that was positive most of the time is the “Firm related” type, which is presented
on the next graph.

There, data shows that there was a huge impulse of this type of capital flows during the
90’s, afterwards it had some contraction to return to its growing tendency since 2004. That
should be interpreted as if there was something greatly encouraging those flows during these two
different time periods. Indeed, there is a considerable factor to take into consideration for the
first period of time. That factor is that, since the end of the 80’s, most of the LAC were involved
in a process of privatization of their state-owned firms. Certainly, it was generally accepted that
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those state-owned firms have been having failures as consequences of the conflict of interest by
political reasons and an inferior performance of those firms as affirmed by Chong and Lopez-deSilanes (2005).
According to the data from the World Bank, in the total sales of the world of those kinds
of firms, and considering the period 1988-1999, the LAC did almost 56% (around 179.4 billion
of US Dollars) of those sales. And that amount represented almost 38% of the total capital flows
that those countries attracted in the form of Firm related18. This information can be seen on the
next graph.

18

The data was obtained on The World Bank Database on Privatizations. Also, I would like to state that I’m not affirming that all
of these firms were sold to foreigner buyer, because there is not enough data to corroborate this, but there are good indicators that
showed that most of these sells were.
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As it can be seen, there were some years when the privatization could have been the
explanation of a large part of the growth on this type of capital flows. But, according to my
interpretation, by selling those state-owned firms, the LAC Governments not only finance their
need, but it also meant a change of policy through more market oriented economies, which made
these countries more attractive to international investors.
This factor, together with the internationalization of most of the big firms around the
world19, allowed a divergence of the productive process among different countries taking
advantage of the technological advances in order to reduce cost and increase production,
converting the market orientation of firms to move internationally, and it helped create global
firms that are able to go to any market around the world, not only the nearby countries. Not only
is the productive process subject to be moved to emerging and developing countries, but has also
been possible to move part of the back office. That has created enormous investment
opportunities for those countries. In fact, all countries on LAC, mostly since the end of the 90’s,
created specialized Investment Promoting Agencies (IPA) to merchandize the investment
incentives of each country to foreigner investors. So, the increased opportunities that this global
world offers together with sound economic policies, has been the main explanation for the
increase, on this case, of capital flows during the latest years.
That has been the case when this kind of capital flows, related to the GDP of each
country, is analyzed. It was registered by the higher correlation among the country groups with
the weighted average, being for the whole period, around 77%, as it can be seen on the next
graphs.

19

This topic, per se, is a complete research opportunity for future analysis.
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When the correlation is measured for the 1987-1999 period, the correlation registered of
the countries is of 87%, mainly because it was the period where the most of privatizations were
completed. However, since 2000 all the countries began to register greater dispersion among the
capital flows that they are able to attract because the correlation decreased considerably.
Additional analysis could be performed when considering the country of origin of these
capital flows. It is important to mention that there aren’t homogeneous data sources on this
aspect, because even when the IMF had its Coordinated Direct Investment Survey it didn’t make
it mandatory and there are only 10 of 20 countries who presented information only for the 20092010 period. So, I complemented information for the other countries using data from the Central
Banks and the IPA from some countries; and I also used data from The Economic Commission
for Latin America (ECLA) and The Division on Investment and Enterprise of United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) which are both from the United Nations
(UN). I used these different sources because I was sometimes only able to compile information
for one period of time and had no opportunity to compare these time periods. The next graph has
the data for the main three countries.
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For the three countries, there is a decreasing tendency of US participation. For Brazil and
Mexico, the AC increased their total participation, while Argentina registered a reduction in the
participation of those countries, mainly as consequence of the increasing participation of their
neighboring countries: Brazil and Chile. For Mexico, the increase on the other AC was generated
by the increasing importance of Spain and Netherland on the total investment. Netherland was
also the main country that registered the larger increase on the relative participation on Brazil.
While analyzing the origin of this type of capital flows for the group of countries
considered as Big South America Countries, a reduction was registered on the participation of
the advanced countries for Chile and Peru mainly because of a larger reduction on the other AC,
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while in Colombia an increase of the AC was registered as consequence on the increase on the
participation of US20.

For the Colombian case, it is important to mention that the other countries’ participation
is considerable because the sources of many of those investments are located on many “tax
heaven countries,” mainly in the Caribbean. The Chilean case also registered an increase on the
participation of other LAC countries and some of those “tax heaven countries.” While in the
Peruvian case, the difference is mainly a consequence of the higher participation of some of the
bigger countries, such as Brazil, Colombia, Chile, and Argentina.

20

I didn’t consign the data for Venezuela, given the fact that there were contradictions between two externals sources and I
couldn’t confirm any of those sources.
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For Uruguay, Bolivia, and Paraguay (some of the SSAC) the AC are the main source of
funds again, however, for Ecuador, those aren’t the main source, as it can be seen on the next
graph.

Indeed, in Ecuador the difference against the other countries is generated because other
LAC were the source of almost 45% of the total “Firm related” capital flows, being of singular
importance countries such Brazil, Panama, and Chile, also, the participation of some “tax
heaven” Caribbean countries was important. The other three countries registered an important
participation of some of the other LAC, especially neighboring countries.
Finally, when the CAC21 are considered, they reflect the same characteristics than the
other groups. Because there generally is a preeminence of capital flows coming from AC (with

21

Dominican Republic was included in this analysis because I couldn’t find reliable information for the other two Caribbean
countries considered. However, for the rest of this study, it will remain in the group of Caribbean Countries (CARC).
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the exception of El Salvador), there is also the capital flows coming from other LAC, especially
countries like Mexico, Panama, Colombia, and Venezuela with increasing importance. The total
behavior can be seen on the next graph.

It is important to note that for those countries, Spain had higher participation among the
EU countries. It is also important to mention that the participation of Panama as source of capital
flows is related to the nature of financial center of this country.
Even though there is lack of complete and homogenous information, some of the data
allows one to see a tendency when the AC are decreasing in relative importance, and in some
cases other LAC, which are gaining importance, especially the bigger countries who are
investing in the small ones.
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4- Concluding Remarks
The main type of capital flows that the LAC has received is “Firm related” to the firms,
because it has been persistent along the time, while the others types, have registered more
volatility. Indeed, the “Debt” type of capital flows registered high volatility mainly by the
portion of Government bonds included here; such issuing that was made according to the specific
characteristics of each country.
Regarding the “Firm related” type of capital flows, the privatization process and the
country’s change of policies appears to be fundamental on good part of the 90’s on attracting
capital flows; afterwards it, appeared to be the combination of different factors that have had role
on this. Even the size of the economy matters on attraction of capital flows. However, it appears
to be a substantial correlation between those countries when it is considered this type of capital
flows. But when “All kinds” of capital flows is considered, the BSAC and CAC are the most
correlated to the M3LAC, while the other two groups appear to have a more independent
behavior.
Finally, considering the origin of funds, there is a relevant importance of the AC on it, being
much more important when considering the debt securities part. Additionally, there is a tendency
to decrease such importance, especially the US role along the time period. Also, the role of some
LAC (specially the big ones) are having on the capital flows towards other countries in the
region is remarkable, being important to the economy size and proximity. But also, it is
important to mention that some “tax heaven” Caribbean countries are gaining significance on
this consideration, as well.
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Because the Latin American Countries have been receiving capital flows for different causes,
it could be important to reveal some of the main causes of this attraction in order to understand if
domestic or foreign factors are preeminent on this behavior.
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Chapter IV: Economic Models to Use
In order to assess the implications of the US Monetary Policy for the capital flows to the
Latin America Countries, I performed the analysis in two phases: The first consists of an analysis
that allows me to understand the relationship between one of the main policy instruments of the
monetary policy such as the Federal Funds interest rate and the long term interest rate such as the
US Treasury 10 year bond. Given that the US long term interest rate is considered one of the
main indicators on the international financial markets because of its role as the international
interest rate reference. For that reason, its behavior can influence the capital flows to emerging
and developing countries.
The second phase consists of developing a model of “push and pull factors” on capital flows
which would analyze external factors (such as the US long term interest rate, among others) and
domestic factors (such as increased return, among others) that are affecting the behavior of
capital flows to the emerging and developing countries.

1- Relationship between the Long Term and Short Term United States Interest Rate
a. Theoretical context
The relationship between the US long and short term interest rate has gained
considerable relevance in the analysis of the recent global financial crisis, which many analyst
consider that the low interest rate had some role on generating such crisis.
Indeed, even though there is no general consensus on the causes, Willett (2009)
mentions that the combination of factors (using his own and other economists analyses, he makes
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a list of suggested causes), among others22, “Excessively easy money” (generated in part by the
low interest rates in US); “Deregulation or unregulation,” Beliefs that housing prices never fail,”
“Global Saving Glut related to endogenous liquidity,” and “Excessive faith on risk models and
rating agencies,” fuelled the credit boom and the bubble on the housing sector by, “easy money
also played a considerable role, both by facilitating financing and through changing the
incentives facing many financial decision makers.” That kind of behavior, as he and other
analysts believe, generated the financial crisis that triggered when the housing bubble burst in
2007.
On the contrary, the former and current Chairmen of the Federal Reserve Bank (FED)
(Allan Greenspan 2005, 2010; Ben Bernanke 2005, 2007, 2009, 2010) argue that the failure of
the financial system (that finally ended generating such crisis) was related to many other reasons,
but not the Monetary Policy23; arguing causes such as the “Interest Rates Conundrum” in the
long term interest rates (because of the lack of response to the increase in the FED Funds rates in
the period June 2004 to July 2005), “The Global Saving Glut” (changes the international pattern
of capital flows), and the increase of complex financial innovations that made the regulatory
functions of the FED difficult and a misunderstanding of the degree of riskiness.
Related to the Interest Rate Conundrum phenomenon, it was statistically supported by
some economists among others, Forbes and Warnock (2011), Beltran, Kretchmer, Marquez, and
Thomas (2010), Mees (2010), Warnock and Warnock (2006, 2009), Craine and Martin (2009);
and Rudebusch, Swanson, and Wu (2006). However, some of these don’t agree completely with
Greenspan and Bernanke’s point of view because some are arguing that there are other aspects to
22

The complete list is on an appendix on the paper: The role of Deficient Mental Models in Generating the Current Financial
Crisis, but he also analyzed with more detail some of these causes on the paper: Lessons for Economist from the Financial Crisis
(2010).
23
I’m not implying with this that the US Monetary Policy was the only cause of the financial crisis, and I believe others authors
don’t think that either. I’m just signaling that such policy could have some implications. But that is other research that is out of
the scope of this study.
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take into consideration explaining such phenomenon. They especially, believe that there was
some determination on the behavior of the long term interest rate by the huge demand on US
Treasury securities by foreigners. Even though the relationship of the long and short interest rate
using data on the US Treasury is not completely developed, Warnock and Warnock (2009), and
Beltran et al. (2010) state, there is evidence of its importance, especially on the aftermath of the
crisis.
In contrast, Taylor and Smith (2009) did not find support for the interest rate
conundrum and Maurice Obstfled and Kenneth Rogoff (2009) also disagreed in regards of the
Saving Glut.
Indeed, Helen Mees (2010) affirms that there is also a “Decoupling of the monetary
policy rate and long term interest rates” not only in the United States, but also in the United
Kingdom and The European Union (comparing the observed value of 2002-2008 against the
Germany value of 1982-2001).
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In order to see this phenomenon more clearly, the behavior of the US case is
presented in the next graph where there is the behavior of both interest rates (short term is the
Objective Fed funds interest rate24, and for the long term, is the US Treasury 10 Year Securities).
The shaded portions if the US economy is in recession25. Together these indicators can give us
an idea of the pursued Monetary Policy. There are five different periods where the Objective Fed
Funds interest rate changed its path (meaning it went from increasing to decreasing, etc). For
each of those periods, the relative change of both interest rates is also registered along with the
nominal change in basis points.

24
The difference between the Objective Fed Funds interest rate and the effective interest rate is that the Board of Governors of
the Fed determines the former, while the other is the effectively observed in the market. The correlation between those is of 99%.
25
I used the leading indicator of US in Recession from the St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank. But, I considered that there is a
tendency toward recession if the indicator is below the average of the period 1984-2011, because it could reflect the need of
countercyclical monetary policy as soon as this indicates tendency through recession.
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As it can be seen, there is not a perfect correlation between changes on the short and
long term interest rate. Indeed, when the data of the five periods is investigated, the data
indicates that there are differences between the changes of both interest rates. But more
important than that is the magnitude of such differences. Because I’m considering the net relative
changes (the difference between the percentage of change on the Objective Federal Funds
interest rate and the percentage of change on the US Treasury 10 years constant maturity), there
is a huge difference, as one can see, especially on the period from June 2003 to June 200626
(more or less according with the Greenspan claim) when the difference climbed to 266.5%
(because the Federal Funds increase 320.0% over its initial value, while the US Treasury just
increased 53.5%). However, when considering the net change in basis points27 in three of the five
periods, the difference of the changes was around 225 basis points; while in another analysis,
considering quarterly data, such difference was only of around 200 basis points and the greatest
difference was 300 basis points (and this wasn’t during the 2003-2006 period). So, it appears that
there is always a difference of around 225 points that is maintained in each period28, which could
mean that, contrary to the statements by Greenspan, Bernanke, and others, there is no lack of
relationship.

b. Proposed Model
I undertook an application of Helen Mees (2010) for the domestic relationship
between those interest rates following some statement of Greenspan, when she states that “This
can be stylized straightforward level model (affine term structure), where in the 10-year treasury
26

I did the calculations of the periods when the Federal Funds interest rate changes tendency (from upward to downward, or vice
versa) according to the determination of the US Monetary Policy.
27
I rounded the observed US Treasury interest rate to the nearest base of change of basis points that the FED uses (around 25) in
order to make comparative the data.
28
I also made calculations of the differences of these basis points, lagging the US Treasury interest rate a quarter of year, but the
results are similar with the average difference of 325 basis points for each period.
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equal to fed funds rate plus a constant”. So, for that reason, I will be using the next domestic
model to determine the long and short term interest rate relationship using an OLS regression
analysis29. With this simple model, I’m able to measure the correlation between the short and
long term interest rates, leaving, as stated earlier, for future and more complex analysis of long
term interest rate causation.

-

Domestic Model of Long-term Interest Rate Yield

itι = c+ α(fft) + εt
Where:

itι
fft
εt

Long-term interest rate (ι period)
Federal Funds Rate (effective)
Error term

2- “Push and Pull Factors” Model of Capital Flows
Pursuing the earlier analysis, I will be able to understand the correlation between the
short and long term interest rates. So, that implies discovering the correlation among the main
tool of the US monetary policy (Federal funds interest rate) and one of the main benchmarks in
the international financial markets (US Treasury 10 years bond interest rate). But, understanding
this would not be enough to assess the effects of the US monetary policy on the capital flows to
the Latin America countries. In order to evaluate this, I propose a “push and pull factors” model
to assess which of those factors are more important on the capital flows behavior to the LAC.

29

Considering that this analysis is just part of the main objective of the study (the capital flows to the LAC), and that this topic,
by itself, can be another greater and advanced research, I will make a basic OLS analysis.
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a. Theoretical context
The surge in capital flows to the emerging and developing countries since the middle
of the eighties was first considered by some economists, such as Fernandez-Arias (1994); and
Calvo, Leiderman, and Reinhart (1993), as consequence of external factors, “push factors” (as a
result of the recession on the advanced countries and a lower interest rate) and domestic factors,
“pull factors” (as an effect of the attractiveness of some of the domestic economies by
improvements in its economic and financial performance).
Because the capital flows to those countries hasn’t ceased (with some well known
exceptions), the persistence of some of the conditions mentioned and the addition of new global
factors, such as the reduced risk perception, the increased global liquidity, and the enormous
advances in technology, that allowed improvements and sophistication on the financial
engineering, etc. But the emerging economies have also been sustaining economic growth,
improvements in their financial sector that has allowed them a successful integration to the
global markets; in some cases the countries have more sound and consistent economic policies,
etc. Some authors have been working with new and improved “push and pull factors,” and some
of the main ideas of analysis performed considered to the model can be seen in the next table:
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Author

Push Factors

International - US interest rates (proxy:
Federal Funds interest rate and the
Monetary
federal funds rate futures by the
Fund -IMF-, Chicago Board of Trade CBOE)
WEO (2011a)
- risk aversion (proxy: volatility
Index -VIX- by CBOE)

Pull Factors
- GDP growth
- short term real rate
- liquid liabilities/GDP
- de facto Exchange rate
index (proxy: Binary indicator 1 if

pegged, 0 if non pegged. Meaning
that non pegged are those countries
- Financial and Trade
with managed floating with no preexposure to US (proxy: US
determined path and independently
Treasury Capital System Data Base – floating. Source: De facto
TICS- on assets and liabilities US vis- Classification of Exchange Rate
a-vis other countries; BEA Direct
Regimes and Monetary Policy
Investment Statistics; IMF
Frameworks (IMF))
International Investment Position
Statistics)

- de jure capital account
index (proxy: Chin-Ito capital
account openness measure)

Comments
Pursuing globally the
analysis fails because
is not possible to
control for all the push
factors.
For that reason, they
added a measure of
direct financial
exposure to US. With
this, push factors had
incidence in those
countries that had
higher exposure to the
US.

Capital flows are
- International Country Risk
“fickle”.
Guide -ICRG- composite risk
level

IMF
(2011b)

- Structural
- Cyclical:
- low US interest rates (US
- high EM potential
Treasury 10 year interest rate)
growth (proxy: Average GDP
- low global risk aversion
growth by Decades)
(VIX by CBOE)
- trade openness (proxy:
sum of exports and imports /
GDP)

- average size (proxy: log
average GDP)

The push factors:
interest rate and risk
aversion affects the
capital inflows. (A yield
shock of 100 basis points to
the U.S. 10-year Treasury
bond is estimated to be
associated with, on average, a
31 percent reduction of bond
inflows to Ems. A 1 percent
increase in the VIX is
associated with a 0.5 percent
drop of portfolio inflows to
EMs.)

Pull factors: the
potential growth and
trade openness matter
on the capital
attraction. (A one
percentage point increase in
EMs growth is estimated to
be associated with, on
average, a 4 percent increase
in total inflows)
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Author
Forbes and
Warnock
(2011)

Push Factors
- Global factors:
- risk aversion (proxy:
Volatility Index, old methodology
of VIX by CBOE)

Pull Factors
- Domestic factors:
- country financial
market development

- interest rates (proxy:

(proxy: stock market
capitalization/GDP)

average long term interest rate US,
EU, and Japan)

- integration with global
financial markets (proxy:

- liquidity (proxy: money
supply for US, EU, Japan, and
UK)

- growth (proxy: IMF quarterly
global growth real economic
activity)

- Contagion factors:
- trade integration (proxy:
exports among countries, financial integration (proxy:
banking claims among countries
by BIS)
Trade and financial integration,
measure the importance of the
domestic country related to the
foreign country that has an episode
of surges, stops, flights, or
retrenchments)

- geographic location or
country similarities (proxy:
binary indicator: 1 if the countries
are in the same region; 0,
otherwise)

Chin-Ito Capital openness)

- growth shocks (proxy:
Real GDP growth deviation
actual value from its cyclical
tendency)

- fiscal position (proxy:
public debt/GDP)

Comments
They define abnormal
capital flows episodes
“surges” (a sharp increase
in gross capital inflows, is
when those increases more
than one standard deviation
above its (rolling 5 years)
mean), “stops” (a sharp
decrease in gross capital
inflows, is a period when
gross inflows fall one
standard deviation below its
(rolling 5 years) mean),

“flight” (a sharp increase in
gross capital outflows, is
when those increases more
than one standard deviation
above its (rolling 5 years)
mean),

and
“retrenchment” (a sharp
decrease in gross capital
outflows, is a period when
gross inflows fall one
standard deviation below its
(rolling 5 years) mean).

Then, they try to find
what factors explain
such episodes.
They consider
Global risk is the only
one that has an effect,
not the interest rates,
not the global
liquidity.
Less impact of
domestic factors.
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Author

Push Factors

Pull Factors

- domestic stock market
Mody, Taylor, - US GDP growth
index
and Kim,
US
short
term
interest
rate
- domestic short term
(2001)
(proxy: US Government bonds 1 year) interest rates (proxy: 1 year
- US long term interest rate

interest rate)

(proxy: US Government bonds 10
years)

- domestic credit level (proxy:

- risk aversion (proxy: the US

- inflation (proxy: consumer price

Swap rate and the US high-yield
spread, also the Emerging Market
Bond Index -EMBI-)

domestic credit to the private sector)

index)

Comments
Even that the “push
factors” have strong
effect, they found that
the ‘pull factors”
dominates the “push
factors”, when they
are measured as a
group.

- debt/Foreign Reserves
(proxy: short term debt/Foreign
Reserves)

- Import / Foreign Reserves
- domestic credit ratings
(proxy: data from the Islamic
International Rating Agency)

- Industrial Production level
Bank of
International
Settlements
-BIS- (2008)

Because there is no econometric
Because there is no econometric
analysis, there are no proxy variables. analysis, there are no proxy variables.

- low real interest rates
worldwide decreased
sovereign spreads
- decreased levels of risk
aversion

- GDP growth
- increase in the marginal
propensity to save
- current account surpluses
- increased level of
International Reserves (IR)

There is no
econometric analysis,
but interesting
approach to financial
integration by de jure
and de facto measures.

- high commodity prices that - improved monetary and
exchange rate policies
improve terms of trade
- financial integration to the
international market
Bank of
International
Settlements
-BIS- (2009)

Because there is no econometric
analysis, there are no proxy variables

Because there is no econometric
analysis, there are no proxy variables.

- accommodative Monetary - robust GDP growth
Policy for sustained period in - higher returns
AE
- strong fundamentals
- low interest rates in AE

There is no
econometric analysis,
just descriptive
analysis.

- low risk premiums
- search for higher yields
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Author
(Yap, 2008)

Push Factors

Pull Factors

Comments

Because there is no econometric
Because there is no econometric
analysis, there are no proxy variables. analysis, there are no proxy variables.

There is no
econometric analysis.

- decline international
interest rates

If the Pull factors
dominate the surge on
capital flows, it is
considered that the
flows will be
sustainable. On the
contrary, if the Push
factors dominate, it is
considered highly
volatile.

- economic recession in
industrialized countries
- competition and rising
labor costs in industrialized
countries, as reduction on
transportations cost.

- greater macroeconomic
stability, through:
- successful stabilization
programs
- improved fiscal
policies
- Institutional reforms, such
as the capital account
liberalization.

As can be seen, there is no agreement on the variables or the results of the application
of the model, the only conclusion, to my understanding, is that there are two different aspects
that can be affecting the capital flows; those that are not related to the recipient country “push
factors” and those that are directly related to the country conditions “pull factors”.
b. “Push and Pull” Factor for the Latin American Countries proposed
empirical analysis
Given the lack of consensus on one model, I constructed another model with the main
ideas that others have applied. For that reason, considering those analyses and the scope of the
study, I examined the effect of the US Monetary Policy to the capital flows to the Latin America
Countries using a model of “push and pull factors.” I consider “push factors,” as indicators of
international interest rates, of risk aversion, and of global liquidity. These factors will be
analyzed separately as a group of Advanced Countries (US, European Union, Japan, and United
Kingdom) and the US alone, in order to value if the effect of those external conditions are related
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to US itself or to the group of advanced countries. As, “pull factors,” I use a measurement of
economic return, of country riskiness, and, finally, an indicator that I believe has had importance
in attracting capital flows, the privatization of state-owned firms.
A data panel of fixed effects to measure the “push and pull factors” will be used. I
chose the fixed effects approach because this type of panel model would not only have constant
slopes but intercepts that differ according to the cross-sectional (group), meaning that differences
of countries will be considered, and those doesn’t have much temporal differences. So, the model
proposed is:

i.

Proposed cross section and time fixed-effects panel data model:

yi,t =αi+αt + βsrus,t +λspt + ΩsltγXi,t + εi,t,
where:

i,t
yi,t
αi and αt
rint,t
pt
lt
Xi,t

εi,t

(i) Indexes economies; (t) indexes time
Ratio of capital flows to GDP
Economy and time fixed effects
International interest rate
Risk aversion
Global liquidity
Vector of “Pull factors” such as:
-Economic return
Domestic real interest rate
Domestic/foreign GDP relationship
Domestic/foreign stock market indicator
-Country riskiness
-Privatization
mean zero error term.
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-

Variable Explanations:
Capital flows will consist of the flows of private capital that are compiled on the

financial account of the Balance of Payments of each country related with their GDP and also in
their levels. I used data for capital flows as those constructed in Chapter III, using three different
measures of capital flows: “All kinds”, “Debt”, and “Firm related”.
International interest rate, as a proxy of the global interest rate, a negative
relationship against the capital flows is expected (higher return on the advanced economies, less
incentive to invest abroad). I used three different variables: the US Treasury 10 Years constant
maturity, a compound of 10 years constant maturity bonds for the Advanced Countries (The US,
United Kingdom, European Union, and Japan), and the Effective Fed Funds Interest rate.
Risk aversion, utilizing a measure of global risk in order to assess the general
perception of the investor, affects the capital flows. So, it is expected that the higher the general
perception of risk is, the more cautious those investor will be investing abroad, so, an inverse
relationship between this indicator and the capital flows is expected. I used the calculation made
by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) related to the Volatility Index VIX.
Global liquidity, is one of the main factor of capital flows, because the higher the
amount, the larger the possibilities of capital flows going abroad will be in order to find higher
profitable investment opportunities, implying a direct relationship between this variable and the
capital flows. I used the growth of the monetary stock (M2) as a proxy for the US alone and also
for the compound growth for the Advanced Countries.
Economic return, as high as the economic return on the emerging economies is,
those countries will be attracting capital flows. Using domestic real interest rate, it can be
expected to have a direct relationship because the capital will flow to the higher return countries.
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For this measurement I constructed three different measures of real interest rate on deposits to 6
months compiled from each of the LAC. Another measurement of returns is the domestic/foreign
GDP relationship and if the LAC countries have been growing higher than the AC, it is expected
to have incentives to invest on higher growth countries. For this measurement, I use the constant
GDP growth of each of the LAC and the AC.
Finally, I use other indicator that can point to which countries have higher returns
on the Stock Market investment. So, a lagged domestic/foreign stock market relationship based
on the main behavior index of the countries was constructed. It is also expected to have a direct
relationship because the higher the returns on the stock market, is higher the capability to attract
capital flows.
Country riskiness will be an indicator that comprises a set of variables that
summary the political, economic, and financial conditions of each country; so, it should have an
inverse relationship, because the higher the perceived risk is, the less incentives is to invest in
such economy. To measure this, I used the International Country Risk Guide (ICGR) by The
PRS Group.
Privatizations, as a dummy variable, it will be a signal when one country made
privatization. It will be a dummy, because even in the end of the 80’s, when a wave of
privatizations of state-owned firms in LAC began, not all the countries registered these and
because there is no detailed information about the purchaser, I will assume that many of those
privatizations were sold to foreigners or that the international financial markets had financed
those purchases. I constructed a data base with information from the World Bank Data Base on
Privatizations.
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Chapter V: Empirical Analysis of the Relationship between the Long Term
and Short Term United States Interest Rate.
As mentioned earlier, the first phase of the analysis consists of an analysis that allows me
to understand the relationship between one of the main policy instruments of the monetary policy
such as the Federal Funds interest rate and the long term interest rate such as the US Treasury 10
year bond.
1- Data Description and Sources of Information
The data selection and compilation is one of the most important parts of any quantitative
analysis; consequently, this section contains a detailed description of this process.
As stated on the earlier section, the behavior of the long term interest rate will depend,
among other variables, of the Federal Funds interest rate. In order to assess this, I proposed a
model of long term interest rate determinants.
a.

Dependent Variable: In this case, it refers to a long term US interest rate, the

variable considered as proxy was the US Treasury Securities to 10 Years constant maturity
interest rate (yield). The data was obtained from the Federal Reserve System Website and the
variable is called “UST10Y”. The data was obtained on a monthly basis. I also made quarter
average in order to capture the changes in this period of time and to check if there is difference
on the results with respect the monthly data.
b.

Independent Variables: In this case, it refers only to the Federal Funds rate as

the main determinant that can help explain the behavior of the long term interest rate.
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- Federal Funds Effective Rate: This proxy for the short term interest rate refers
to “the interest rate at which depository institutions lend balances at the Federal Reserve to other
depository institutions overnight,” (Federal Reserve, 2012). This price is achieved by open
market operations, of which, the short-term objective for open market operations is specified by
the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) and this is one of the main tools of the Monetary
Policy in the US. The term effective is used because it is the observed interest rate in the
financial markets that should replicate the postulated by the nominal or objective interest rate30
(according to my own calculations, there is a correlation of 99.3% between these two interest
rates, nominal and effective, for the period 1990-2011). The data was obtained from the Federal
Reserve System Website on a monthly basis. I also made quarter average of the data. The
indicator is called “FEDFU”
2- Data Analysis
The data analysis was made on single Ordinary Least Square regression in order to see the
interaction between the long and short term interest rate holding other things constant. To do
that, I used the Monthly data on levels for the whole period of time from July 1987 (1987M 07)
to December 2011 (2011 M12). But I also used five other time sub periods: (1987 M07 to 2006
M01) that includes the total Greenspan mandate on the Fed. Another period is related to the
Bernanke mandate up to the date of the study (2006 M02 to 2011 M12). I also used, the period
(2003 M04 to 2011 M12), which includes the period of the “conundrum on the interest rate”
phenomenon which is also another period (2003 M06 to 2006 M06). Finally, it is the remaining
earlier to the “conundrum on the interest rate” period (1987 M07 to 2003 M03). The analysis of
the different periods is in order to see if there is a fundamental dissimilarity between the results.
30

This refers to the stated Federal Funds interest rate announced by the FOMC on its meetings.
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a.

Econometric Test Results

The first step was to calculate the order of the variables by the unit root test, and as many
of the economic variables are, they weren’t stationary. Meaning, that the statistical significance
of the variables, in levels, it is restrained only to a long term relationship if the residual errors are
stationary.
The first result (table 5.1), considers the whole period compared with the two Chairmen
periods.

The results allow us to see that there is a positive and significant relationship, at least for
the whole time period and the Ben Bernanke’s period, because the residuals were white noise, it
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is possible that a long term relationship31 can exists. However, because the fact that the Johansen
test for cointegration failed to find any, the econometric results should be considered cautiously.
But the fact that my intention is to understand if there is a relationship between these two
variables, not the prediction of its behavior, I used the econometric results.
Those results indicate that, holding other things constant, the behavior of the Federal
Funds interest rate can explain part of the behavior of the US Treasury interest rate. However,
such influence was different for the three periods reported in this table. When considering the
whole period of analysis, the results can be interpreted as, for any 100 basis points change in the
Fed funds interest rate implied a change in the same direction in the long term interest rate
between 59 and 62 basis points. While considering the Alan Greenspan’s period as chairman, the
implied change on the long term interest rate was between 56 and 60 basis points. However,
when the Ben Bernanke’s period is considered, the effect on the long term interest rate is reduced
to almost half of the effect for the whole period because a change of 100 basis points in the Fed
funds rate produced only a change between 30 and 34 basis points in the long term interest rate.
The results also indicate that, holding other things constant, the Fed funds interest rate
has a considerable explanatory power of the behavior of the long term interest rate. Given by the
fact that, for the three periods, the adjusted R-square registered an average of 0.72.
The change on the incidence of the short term interest rate was associated to the
phenomenon of the “conundrum of the interest rate” as mentioned earlier. But many of the
authors that have studied such phenomenon indicate permanency of some of the main causes,
implying that, since around the middle of the 2000’s, there are different economic conditions that
had caused the loss of incidence of the short term interest rate over the long term interest rate.
31

Such considerations also will apply for the next regressions, where the unit root test confirmed stationary residuals.
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So, in order to check this claim, even with this single regression analysis, I made an
empirical analysis considering three different periods: the earlier (the period before the interest
rate conundrum from July 1987 to March 2003), the post (the period after the interest rate
conundrum from July 2006 to December 2011), and the period of the interest rate conundrum
(from April 2003 to June 2006). The results can be seen on the next table.

The results indicate, in first instance, that there is a positive relationship between the
interest rates in the conundrum and post conundrum periods of time32. The relationship in the

32

Both the white noise residuals and the Johansen cointegration test indicate that a long term relationship between those variables
exists.
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pre-conundrum period was also positive, but the significance of the results is threatened by the
lack of long term relationship.
In second instance, there is a considerable difference on the incidence of the Fed funds
rate to the long term interest rate, especially considering the conundrum period, where the
incidence for each 100 basis points of change in the Fed Funds rates was only between 9 and 16
basis points on the long term interest rate. While for the post-conundrum period, the incidence
was between 28 and 31 basis points; and finally, during the pre-conundrum period it was
between 59 and 62 basis points.
Finally, the results also indicate that, holding other things constant, the Fed funds interest
rate lost explanatory power on the behavior of the long term interest rate during the conundrum
period of time. The adjusted R-square of each regression was reduced by almost half.
The results indicate that there is a marked difference on the incidence of the short term
interest rate over the long term interest rate when different periods of time are considered. So,
that implies that there are differences on the economic conditions that the US economy is facing
in these different time periods. One of the main factors that are considered that have been having
an important impact on the long term interest rate is the purchases of the US Treasury bonds.
Because, those have been having a sustained increase of the net purchases of the US Treasury
and other Government Bond and Notes (those grow up to around US$6.4 billion since 1987 up to
2011; of those, US$4.3 billion were observed on 2003 to 2011 period, around 67%, according
with data from the US Treasury Department), it is considered relatively normal to have such a
loss of the incidence of the short term interest rate. Meaning that it could be important for future
researches to go deep into the incidence of those purchases on this incidence, leaving this as
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another suggestion for future research given that, by its importance, it could be subject of a
bigger and more advanced research, which is out of the scope of this study.
In order to see if the problem of lack of stationary in the variables is solved, and to check
if those obtained results are maintained, I did calculations using quarterly data (averaging the
monthly data). The results showed change in the incidence of the Fed funds rate on the long term
interest rate and did not solve the problems of lack of long term relationship. As can be seen in
the next table, where five periods of time are presented, because the conundrum period was short
making it difficult to calculate a statistically significant model.

The results show that the lack of stationarity variables problem wasn’t solved, it even
worsened because only one period registered white noise residuals and only two periods indicate
cointegration of the variables according to the Johansen cointegration test. But the incidence of
the Fed funds interest rate on the long term interest rate is almost the same to the monthly data.
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Implying that, the results, even the statistical limitations, show that there exist other factors
(besides of the Fed funds interest rate) that are significant in explaining the long term interest
rate, especially in the period after 2003.
The results indicate that there are other factors that are more important on the
determination of the long term interest rate since 2003, but especially during the conundrum
period. For that reason, it is important to acknowledge that more research should be made on this
issue.
In order to solve the stationary problem of the variables on levels, I also made
calculations on differences for the monthly data (where all variables were stationary). The results
(as expected) registered considerable reductions in the explanatory power of the models. Finally,
the results indicate that the differenced model wasn’t adequate to explain the behavior of the
long term interest rate because, for some periods, the results weren’t statistically significant. This
can be seen in the next table.
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3- Findings
In general terms, holding other things constant, the behavior of the Federal Funds interest
rate used to be able to reasonably explain the behavior of the US Treasury 10 year bonds interest
rate. However, such explanatory power began to be reduced for the 2003-2011 period, especially
for the 2003-2006 period (conundrum of the interest rate), where the capability of explanation
reduced considerably. As expressed earlier, that indicates that there are other factors that began
to have important explanatory power for the behavior of the long term interest rate. But because
that is outside of the main scope study, it is saved for future research.
With respect to the main purposes of this study, it was found that the US Monetary Policy
can have some influence on the behavior of the long term interest rate by the relationship
between the short and long term interest rate. When considering the short term interest rate as the
main indicator of such policy (as the Federal Funds interest rate) and one of the main
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benchmarks of the international finances (as the US Treasury 10 year bonds) US Monetary
Policy can have some influence on the capital flows to the emerging and developing countries.
However, the results also show that such determination has been reducing along the time.
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Chapter VI: Empirical Analysis of the “Pull and Push” Factor for the Latin
America Countries.
1- Data Description and Sources of Information
As stated on chapter IV, this model includes a dependent variable and a set of “push and
pull” factors as independent variables.
a. Dependent Variable: For this model, it refers to the capital flows to the considered
countries of Latin America. Given the definition of capital flows acknowledged on chapter III. I
used three different types of capital flows: “All kinds”, “Firm Related”, and “Debt.” Each of
those capital flows refers basically to the net amount of financial resources that were moved
from one country to another (in this case, it will refer to capital that flew to any of the Latin
America Countries considered). Also, it is important to mention that there weren’t any price
adjustments, such as exchange rate revaluation, and others, as the balance of payments
compilations states considered during their construction. The capital flows were used in levels
(billion of US Dollars) and also in their relationship against the current GDP. However, to avoid
possible endogeneity problem, the level of capital flows of the year (t) was related to the current
GDP of the year (t-1).
The behavior of the different measures considered can be seen on the Chapter III where
the capital flows to the LAC were analyzed.
b. Independent Variables: There are two sets of variables, those that are considered as
“push factors,” a set of three indicators, one variable of international interest rate, other as
measurement of global risk aversions; finally, other related to an indicator of global liquidity.
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The other set, refers to the “pull factors,” which is a vector of the data from the 20 countries
considered as Latin America Countries included in this study.
i.

Push factors: As stated on Chapter III, refers to those factors that occur in other

countries (especially on the advanced ones) that promote capital flows toward other countries
(especially to the emerging and developing countries, in this particular case to the LAC).
-

International Interest Rate: The return of an investment is a meaningful

aspect of the capital flows. So, an approximation of an international interest rate was compiled, a
long term interest rate, first considering only the interest rate of the US Treasury Securities to 10
Years constant maturity, and second when the interest rate of a set of countries considered as
Advanced Countries (composed by the US, the European Union, Japan, and The United
Kingdom) was calculated. Also, for those countries the Government Securities or Bonds to 10
Years constant maturity was considered; the indicator was constructed weighting the interest
rates by its current GDP valuated on US Dollars33. Finally, I used a third measure, considering
the Effective Federal Funds interest rate to see if this monetary policy indicator has some direct
explanatory power in the capital flows determination.
For the US interest rates, the data were obtained from the Board of Governors of
the Reserve System Website on a monthly basis. Whereas the other countries’ interest rate, were
obtained from the IMF Website, also on a monthly basis. With this data, I made annual average
of the data. The indicators for the long term interest rate are called “AC10Y” for the composed
interest rate of the AC; while the interest for the US is called “UST10Y.” The short term interest
rate is called “FEDFU.”

33
Because there was no data on current GDP for the European Union from the years 1985 to 1995, I used a proxy as the data on
current GDP variation for Germany, France, and Italy to fulfill such information. This applies to all other indicators generated as
Advanced Countries.
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A graph that depicts the behavior of these indicators can be seen on the annexed
graph 6.1 A. Indeed, the three measures show that there is a general decreasing tendency on the
considered time span. However, the general reduction on the Federal Funds interest rate is
greater than the others.
-

Risk Aversion: Even though there are many ways to measure the risk

aversion, one of the main aspects of this is related to the volatility, which could be measured
using historical data, but also considering an indirect way to measure it is “derived from option
prices”. This kind of volatility represents the estimates and assumptions of market participants
involved in a trade, on the basis of a given option price (STOXX, 2011, p. 18). In US the Chicago
Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index® VIX® “became the premier benchmark for
U.S. stock market volatility34” (CBOE, 2009, p.2). It has been used as proxy of the risk aversion,
not only by its technical characteristics, but also by its availability for a large time span (there is
information since 1986 performing an adaptation between the old and new methodology). The
information was downloaded from the CBOE Website, the monthly data from the old and new
methodologies. I adapted both methodologies by applying the variation of the old methodology to
estimate the level of the new methodology for the years 1986-1990. The data was obtained on
monthly basis and it was calculated after as annual average. The indicator is called “RAVIX”.
Another measurement of the risk aversion generally used is the volatility index
calculated by STOXX limited, an European based index specialist that uses the Eurex (one of the
world's leading derivatives exchanges together with the New York Stock Exchange, and the

34

“VIX is a volatility index comprised of options rather than stocks, with the price of each option reflecting the market’s
expectation of future volatility” (CBOE, 2009, p.4). The VIX is constructed considering the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index. As
stated on the CBOE Website “The VIX is quoted in percentage points and translates, roughly, to the expected movement in the
S&P 500 index over the next 30-day period, which is then annualized. For example, if the VIX is 15, this represents an expected
annualized change of 15% over the next 30 days; thus one can infer that the index option markets expect the S&P 500 to move up
or down 15%/12 = 4.33% over the next 30-day period. That is, index options are priced with the assumption of a 68% likelihood
(one standard deviation) that the magnitude of the S&P 500's 30-day return will be less than 4.33% (up or down)”.
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CBOE), and the EURO STOXX 50 Volatility Index (VSTOXX)35. It is based on the options of
the Euro STOXX 50, which covers the entire Eurozone region (STOXX, 2012). Basically, it
refers to the same risk measurement that the VIX, but this is considering the data of the European
market. I downloaded the monthly data from the STOXX Website, and made calculations of the
annual average. The indicator is called “RAVSTOXX”.
The data indicates that there are periods where the risk registered reductions
(1987-1995, 2002-2006, and 2009-201036) and it’s expected that these generate capital flows to
the emerging and developing countries. On the contrary, there were also two periods of
increasing tendency on the risk (1995-2002 and 2006-2008) where the expectation was to reduce
the capital flows. This behavior can be seen on the annexed graph 6.2 A.
-

Global Liquidity: There are different ways to measure global liquidity; as

many of studies show it, among others are Psalida and Sun (2011), Domanski, Fender and
McGuire (2011), and IMF (2010). However of its simplicity and even when some authors argue
that this proxy completely reflects the availability of low cost funding. I will use a proxy for
global liquidity, the growth of the monetary stock variable M2, because it is directly related to
the monetary policy pursued in the Advanced Countries, and that helps me to the main subject of
this study37. I compiled a M2 growth weighted indicator for the advanced countries (US, EU,
Japan, and United Kingdom). Through getting the M2 indicator in domestic currency, calculating
the growth of this variable, then weighting those growths with the current GDP of each year
(valuated in US Dollars). The M2 and exchange rate information was obtained basically from the
Central Bank of each country, but also compared and, in some cases, complemented (for the
35

This volatility index “does not measure implied volatilities of at-the-money EURO STOXX 50 options, but the implied
variance across all options of a given time to expire” (STOXX, 2011 p.18).
36
The reduction on the perceived risk on the years 2009-2010 is consequence of the high levels of riskiness registered between
2006 and 2008.
37
However of that, it is another research opportunity to use other proxies for global liquidity less directly related to the monetary
policy in the advanced countries.
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initial years) with data of the IMF. The GDP was obtained from the Statistical Institutions of
each country. The indicator generated is called “GLMSGRAC,” but this indicator was also
generated but only considering the US, and that is called “GLMSGRUS”.
As expected, given the economic growth and performance of these economies,
this variable shows periods of increasing and decreasing tendency along the time for both
measures. Indeed, the AC measurement registered from the end of the 80’s up to the middle of
the 90’s; from 2002 to 2003; and also, from 2009 to 2010, a tendency to reduction, reflecting for
that a contractionary monetary policy. Meanwhile, from the middle of the 90’s up to 2001 and
from 2003 to 2008, an increasing tendency was registered, which reflects an expansionary
monetary policy in the group of advanced countries. When the US data alone was considered, the
tendency was pretty similar, but the timing registered some differences. Accordingly, the data
shows contractionary US monetary policy for the periods (1987 to 1993), (2001 to 2005), and for
2010. Whereas, the periods 1993 to 2001 and 2005 to 2010, were when the data showed an
expansionary US monetary policy. This behavior can be seen on the annexed graph 6.3 A.
.
ii.

Pull factors: As acknowledged on Chapter III, these are such ones that

reflect good conditions to attract capital flows. The first set is those factors that are directly
related to the return of those capital flows. While the other refers more to the certainty of the
investment that those countries offer, meaning that I tried to measure the risk of invest on those
countries. Finally, a specific factor for the LAC such as the privatizations as dummy variable is
also included.
On those related to improved returns are:
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-

Domestic Real Interest Rate: One of the most accepted definitions of

real interest rate refers to the nominal interest rate minus a prices indicator, normally that related
to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). As a result, I elaborated the variable compiling information
on nominal interest rate on domestic denominated instruments for deposits between one to six
months on each individual country (there is no homogeneous information regarding to the term)
and the CPI information. This indicator is called “RIRNCI”.
But because that indicator doesn’t consider the exchange rate variation, it is
possible to assume a perfect forecast from the economic agents on the exchange rate variation.
Then, considering this with the interest rate on domestic denominated instruments and the CPI,
one could give a comparable internationally interest rate, this indicator is called “RIRNCIS”.
Most of the countries have information regarding the interest rate on foreign
denominated instruments38, and the term on deposit from to one to six months. I compiled this
information to construct an indicator together with the CPI; this is called “RIRFDI”.
All the data of interest rates and exchange rate were compiled from the Central
Bank of each country, complemented with data from the IMF and from the WB data Base. The
data of CPI was compiled with information from the Statistical Institutions of each country. The
information of real interest rate of these three indicators can be seen on the annexed graph 6.4A.
It is important to mention that only information since 1992 is located on the graph because some
countries were having hyperinflation during the earlier periods. The most important feature is
that only the “RIRNCI” is positive for almost all the time, while the other that were taken into
consideration had an exchange rate variation that registered negative and positive values,
38
There was no information available at all for Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela. While, some other countries had no
information available for the whole considered period. In those cases, the interest rate was constructed assuming perfect forecast
on the exchange rate variation in order to make it compatible with the average of other countries information.
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meaning that the exchange rate variation has relevance on the returns. Lastly, the indicator which
considers the foreign denominated instruments was negative for all of the considered period.
-

Domestic/Foreign Real GDP: This is another way to see returns. If the

investments are going to higher real growth countries, the returns could be greater, especially
because it is perceived that in the latest times, the advanced countries began to reflect lower real
GDP growth compared with many emerging and with some of the developing countries also.
So I compiled data on the constant GDP on domestic currency for each LAC, the
set of countries considered as Advanced (US, United Kingdom, Japan, and the European
Union39) as a group and also the US alone. First, I accumulated the economic growth since 1985,
and then I looked at the difference between the information from the LAC and the others. With
this information an indicator called “GDPdUS” that compares the Latin American Countries in
respect to the US was constructed along with another indicator called “GDPdAC” which
compares the data from these countries in respect to the weighted average (considering the
current GDP valuated on US Dollars) of the advanced countries.
The information was obtained from the Statistical Institutions of each country, the
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the Statistical Office of the European Union
(EUROSTAT), the IMF, and the WB. The information can be seen in two different graphs. The
annexed 6.5A depicts the behavior of the accumulated constant GDP growth, where it can be
observed how the US has the higher accumulated GDP up to 2007 when the LAC took the lead
by the economic crisis that affected the US. Also, it can be seen how the US growth is higher
than the AC, especially because of the lack of good performance on Japan and some of the

39

Because there is no data on constant GDP for the European Union from the years 1985 to 1995, I used the data on constant
GDP for Germany, France, and Italy as a proxy.
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European countries. But in order to have a better point of analysis, when considering the
difference (annexed graph 6.6A), it is possible appreciate that the LAC countries began to be
consistently positive since 2002 with respect to the AC. While with respect to the difference
against the US, it began to be consistently positive up to the latest years when the crisis had
affected the US.
-

Lagged Domestic/Foreign Stock Market Indicator: Another similar

way to observe economic performance could be comparing the Stock Market Index of the LAC
to the Stock Market Index of the AC and US for the earlier year. This will reflect the perception
of the market regarding to the economy because those indexes are constructed using the
performance of the most influential companies in each country.
Then, I compiled data on the Stock Market Indicator for some of the LAC40 and
also for the US and other advanced countries, including Germany, France, and Italy41 as proxy
for the EU. Each Indicator was annualized to 2005=100 for the 1985-2011 period and because
the entire country indicators were annualized to the same year base, it was possible to make a
relationship. With this information, I constructed an indicator called “SMdAC” that compares the
difference between the LAC with respect of the AC, and the other called “SMdUS” that
compares the data from the LAC with respect of the weighted average (where the current GDP is
valuated on US Dollars) of the AC.
The information was obtained basically from the IMF and the WB. However, I
compiled data from the main Stock Market of some countries like Mexico, Brazil, Chile,

40

There was consistent information only for Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Venezuela, Chile, Peru, and Trinidad &
Tobago. That represents around 92% of the current GDP of the LAC.
41
Germany, France and Italy represent around 66% of the current GDP of the European Union (considering the period 20022011).
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Colombia, and Peru to compare and evaluate the data obtained from the IMF, and there were no
significant differences. Additionally, I used data of the Dow Jones Index for the US, obtained on
the Yahoo Finance Website. When comparing the data in respect to that of the IMF there weren’t
many differences. As it can be seen on the annexed graph 6.7A, the difference between the LAC
and the AC and the US on indexes were positive since 2000, meaning that the LAC stock market
had higher return than the other countries, being a way to attract capital flows.
On the other, the riskiness of the investment, are:
-

International Country Risk Guide (ICGR) by The PRS Group: This

indicator analyses a set of variables that can assess the riskiness of a country. According to The
PRS Group Website42, “The International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) rating comprises 22
variables in three subcategories of risk: political, financial, and economic. …. The composite
scores, ranging from zero to 100, are then broken into categories from Very Low Risk (80 to 100
points) to Very High Risk (zero to 49.9 points).” “The ICGR staff collects political information
and financial and economic data, converting these into risk points …” (The PRS Group, 2012).
Because the measure is used for so many private and international institutions, the PRS Group,
affirms that “The ICRG model can determine how financial, economic, and political risk might
affect their business and investments now and in the future.”
This indicator is a reasonable way to measure country riskiness because it
considers different points of view together and because there is a reliable source of information
that has been calculated since 1980. The data for each of the LAC and for the US was obtained

42

www.prsgroup.com In this Website a complete detail of the methodology on the PRS Group International Country Risk Guide
Methodology can be found.
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from the Nexis Lexis® Academic43 through the Library of the Claremont Colleges. The
Composite Indicator for each month was selected for the period January 1989 to December 2011.
After that, I made an average index for each year with the monthly information. With this
information, the indicator called “ICRG” was constructed which contains data for each of the
LAC considered; and also was constructed other called “ICRGdUS” that compares the data from
the LAC to the data of the US.
The behavior of this indicator can be seen in annexed graph 6.8A. One can see
that when weighted by its GDP, Latin America Countries have been reducing the perceived
riskiness along the time; in contrast, the indicator reflects an increase on the perceived riskiness
of the US.
-

Sovereign Credit Rating Indicator: As an alternative indicator of

riskiness, I proposed the use of the Sovereign Ratings. According to the main rating agencies in
the world44 “the credit rating is an opinion on the future ability and willingness of the debtor to
service their debt obligations on time.” Nevertheless, there are some differences depending on
the fact of what is exactly assessed, whereas Fitch and S&P evaluate an obligor’s overall
capacity to meet its financial obligation, and hence, it is best through of as an estimate of
probability of default, Moody’s assessment incorporates some judgment of recovery in the event
of loss (Ashcraft & Schuerman, 2008). Furthermore, when it is a sovereign credit rating, “it
indicates the capacity and willingness of rated governments to repay commercial debt obligations
in full and on time” (Bhatia, 2002 pag. 4). That is made through an analysis of the economic data
obtained through surveys to the private and public sector, but with an analysis of the consistency

43
LexisNexis® Academic provides access to full-text news, business, and legal publications using a variety of flexible search
options.
44
Three Credit Rating Agencies dominate the global financial market: Standard & Poor’s (S&P), Moody’s Investors Service, and
Fitch. The share of the market is, according to Rom (2009), S&P dominates 40%, Moody’s 39%, Fitch 16%, and the rest of other
firms 5%.
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of the main economic and other policies, in order to assess the economic path of the country, as
well.
This indicator can be used as an alternative measure of a country riskiness
considering a specialized point of view45. The data for different years and each of the LAC was
obtained from the Sovereign Default and Recovery Rates publications by Moody’s46. Each data
was compiled in the month of change or in the beginning of the rating and after each rating was
converted from letter to numeric scale47; nonetheless, it is worth to mention that each country
began to be assessed in different times, so the whole set of countries includes only the period
1998-2011. There is an incomplete set for the years 1987-1997.
With this information, I constructed an indicator called “SOVMOO” that contains
the data for each of the LAC considered, as presented on the annexed graph 6.9A. It also reflects
a reduction on the riskiness perception of the LAC.
Finally, as a pull factor, I proposed a variable that has been important for the
LAC.
-

Privatizations (Dummy): This dummy variable reflects the importance of

the privatizations for the LAC, especially during the period 1988-1999, where, according to my
calculations using data from the World Bank48 the LAC countries made around 56% of the total
transactions of privatizations around the World, as stated in Chapter II. While in the period 20002008 they made only around 8% of world total transactions for privatizations, given the
45

It is important to mention that lack of precision on the measurement of the risk of many of the subprime instruments by the
credit rating agencies was one of the main factors that triggered the financial crisis of the 2007-2010 is generally accepted. As
stated among others by Greenspan (2010), Krugman (2010), Willett (2009), and Hunt (2009).
46
Even though Fitch Rating has information, most of the LAC began in the 2000’s and for that reason relied on Moody’s data
only.
47
Being 1 the highest credit quality and 21 very high default risk, as proposed in Bhatia, 2002.
48
The World Bank Data Base on Privatizations.
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limitation on the stock of State -owned firms, and for the increasing importance of China in this
context49. This is accounted as a Dummy variable because the data base doesn’t allow a clear
separation of the data that proceeded from foreigner investors. Even for the countries it is
difficult to identify this information because many of those privatizations were bought by
residents only and because some of those were bought using foreign financing.
So this indicator will take the value of 1 if the country made privatization during
the considered year, 0 otherwise. I downloaded the hat data from The World Bank and select the
considered countries; the information refers to the year and the sector of the privatizations.
The behavior of the weighted average of privatizations is presented on the
annexed graph 6.10A. Here, it is possible to show the importance of those transactions for the
LAC, especially in some years of the 90’s.

2- Data Analysis
Given the utilization of different countries, it was considered to use data panel analysis to
see the capability of the “push and pull” factors on explaining capital flows to Latin America
Counties. I made the analysis using the annual data for the whole period 1987-2010 but I also
made a separated analysis for the periods 1991-2000 and 2000-2010, in order to check the
difference on the analysis given the changing economic conditions lately. The basic idea is to
check the fundamental factors that have been producing, or not, capital flows to those countries.
Afterwards, I tried to unravel a long term relationship. It is possible to open a door to future
research, focusing on short period of time analysis, which would help us to understand waves on
the capital flows and their effects in those countries and other economic analysis.
49

China in the Period 1988-1999 just made around 6% of the world total transactions; whereas in the 2000-2008 period this
country made around 38% of the total privatization transactions.
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a.

Econometric Test Results
To investigate the effect of the US Monetary Policy on capital flows to LAC, I

report the results of the performed analysis in two forms. The first one gives general results using
all the factors (by the different proxies) and also all the country groups are summarized. It
explains how the different combinations fit with the expected results of the model (without
analyzing specific variable estimator results, just the statistical and economic significance of
those variables in the model). The second one analyzes specific results of the model (variable
estimators) that fit the objective of the study selected from the whole set of results. i.e., I chose
from the whole set of regressions, those specific results where the most of the proxy variables
were significant and with the expected economic sign at the same time in any single data panel
regression.
i.

General Analysis: The results can give us a general idea of the main

factors that are affecting the capital flows, because the “push and pull” model for each country
groups, all capital flows types, and the three periods of time were considered.
Analyzing the “All Kinds” type of capital flows (the summaries of econometric
test are presented on annexed tables 6.1 Ai to 6.1Aiii50), it is possible to affirm that the “pull
factors” have more explanatory power than the “push factors” considering capital flows in levels
and in percentage of the GDP because those “pull factors” were more frequently significant51 in
the model. Of the “push factors” the measurement of Global Liquidity was the most important,

50

Those tables show the compilation of each individual regression considering if the variable was significant and with the
economic expected sign compared with the total regressions. So, the higher the number on the variable, the more times it was
statistically and economically significant explaining the capital flows. It is also important to mention that there were performed
unit-root test in order to check if the variables were stationary. All the variables were stationary using Levin-Lin-Chu and HarrisTzavalis unit root tests.
51
Significant will imply (in this context) that the results of the proxy variable were statistically and economically significant
(with the expected economic sign).
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followed by the international interest rate (especially on levels), while the other (risk aversion)
didn’t appear to have explanatory power. In this particular case, it is important to mention that
there is an almost equal importance of the international interest rate between the indicators
constructed for the Advanced Countries and considering US alone. However, the global liquidity
indicator was significant only when the AC were considered. On the “pull factors” variables, it
was the privatization dummy that was the most frequent, followed by the measure of country
riskiness (International Country Risk Guide), and the return measures. Also there was a small
difference in the analysis when considering levels and percentages of GDP, where the last one
has more significant variables, but it had the same general tendency. The only notable
differences are the measures of return (GDP and stock market relationship) and country riskiness
which have more significance when considering the capital flows as percentage of GDP.
When comparing the three different periods of time, it is found that in the period
19991-2000 the “push factors” were not significant at all, while in the “pull factors,” the
privatization dummy was significant most of the time. The economic return variables (especially
the ones related to interest rate) were sometimes significant but with less explanatory power.
That general relationship, changed for the 2000-2010 period when the international interest rate
(push) began to be important significant. Of the other factors (pull), the privatization was less
important (because, as stated, most of privatizations were before 2000) the measure of country’s
riskiness was more important along with some of the other measures of returns (GDP and Stock
Market relationship).
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Another way to summarize this is by considering the country groups52 for the
whole period (1987-2010). The set Big South America (BSAC) has more significant variables,
this is followed very close by the whole set of LAC. Next there was the CAC which registered
around two thirds of the number of significant from BSAC. The other groups registered around
one third of that the BSAC registered. When summarizing the tendency according to the factors,
as mentioned earlier, the results showed that the global liquidity was important for the LAC and
CAC groups, while the international interest rate was important for the BSAC and CAC groups.
For the pull factors, the most important factor (privatizations) has similar importance among the
groups (with the exception of CARC where it wasn’t important at all), but the country riskiness
had more importance for BSAC, LAC, and CAC than for the others.
In the performed analysis for “Debt” type of capital flows (annexed tables 6.2 Ai
to 6.2iii), again the main conclusion is the preeminence of the “pull” over the “push” factors
considering capital flows both in levels and in percentage of the GDP. However, in this analysis
the “push factors,” were sometimes significant but the international interest rate was the most
frequent. Of the “pull factors” variables, the privatization dummy was again highly frequent (that
is due to the fact that many of those sells were to domestic private sectors which used
international financing, mainly through private debt), followed by the measure of country
riskiness, while the return measures were less significant. When levels and percentages of GDP
are considered, the international interest rate was equally significant in both, while the global
liquidity and risk aversion were more significant using percentage of GDP. The country riskiness
was more significant when it was analyzed as percentage of GDP, while the privatization was
more important when levels were used.
52

As defined on Chapter II, the country groups are: the whole set of Latin America Countries (LAC), the 3 main countries
(M3LAC), the Big South America Countries (BSAC), the Central America Countries (CAC), the Small South America Countries
(SSAC), and the Caribbean Countries (CARC).
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From the time periods point of view, it results again that for the 19991-2000
period the “push” factors were not significant at all, while in the “pull” ones, the privatization
dummy was the main indicator again. Contrary to the observed results earlier, the return
indicator that includes the interest rate had some explanatory power in some cases and the
country stock market relationship also had some significance. The 2000-2010 period registered
on the “push factors” that the international interest rate and the risk aversion measure had
significance as well. On the “pull factors,” the privatizations were again significant but with less
frequency than the earlier period. The country riskiness was significant in both levels and as
percentage of GDP. The return indicator was significant, specially, to the stock market
relationship.
When country groups are considered for the whole period, the set of BSAC was
the one that registered the most significant variables. The whole set of LAC was again the
second most noteworthy, registering around eighty percent of the number of significant variables
registered by BSAC. The other groups registered around half of the significant variable
registered by the BSAC. According to the factors on the “push” sides the international interest
rate was important for BSAC; while the risk aversion was significant only for the LAC and
CAC; finally, the global liquidity was important again basically for CAC and LAC. While
considering the “pull” factors, the privatizations registered almost the same magnitude among
the groups, and the country riskiness had more importance again for LAC, CAC, and also for the
BSAC. On the return indicators, the stock market relationship was important almost equally for
the LAC, the BSAC and the M3LAC.
Finally, when summarizing the “Firm related” type of capital flows (annexed
tables 6.3Ai to 6.3 Aiii), the most important result is the superiority of “pull” over “push” factors
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once more. However, in this kind of capital flows there is a better performance when it is used as
percentage of the GDP instead of levels. On the analysis of “push factors,” again two variables
were more frequently significant and the indicator of international interest rate was the most
frequent along with the measurement of global liquidity (especially when it is used as percentage
of GDP) which was also significant. Both results were mostly found mostly when the
measurements used the composite Advanced Countries not the US alone.
On the “pull factors,” the privatization dummy was again the most significant,
following again was the measure of country riskiness (but only when percentage of GDP was
used), then the return measures. The GDP relationship was the most important among the other
measurements.
When analyzing time periods, the “push” factors for the 19991-2000 period again
were less significant (the international interest rate and global liquidity were significant few
times). With the “pull” factors, the privatization dummy was the only one frequently significant,
with a few exceptions for the interest rate and country riskiness. The 2000-2010 period
accounted for the “push factors” significance only on the international interest rate indicator
(only on levels) but global liquidity and risk aversion also registered some significance. For
“pull” factors, the return variable of GDP relationship was the most significant; followed by the
privatizations measure (but it not as important than in the earlier period and especially when it
was considered as percentage of GDP); then, the country riskiness on both measurement levels
and as percentage of GDP.
When the analysis on country groups is performed for the whole period, the LAC
has the greater number of significant variables, followed by the CAC, which registered around
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eighty percent of those of the LAC. The other groups registered around half of the number of
significant variables registered by LAC. According to the factors, the “push” factors were the
global liquidity which was important for CAC and LAC. The measurement of the international
interest rate, was again more significant for CAC than LAC. The M3LAC also registered
significance. On the “pull factors,” the privatizations accounted for almost the same amount
among the groups, with the exception of CAC, where there wasn’t any significance, when
percentage of GDP was used. For the return indicators, the GDP relationship had almost the
same importance for CAC, LAC, and M3LAC. Finally, the country riskiness had more
importance for LAC, then for the BSAC, CAC, and M3LAC.
In general terms, it is possible to affirm that there is a difference on some of the
main factors that have explanatory power this can help us to understand the determinants of the
different types of capital flows. But, also, there exists an important variation when different time
periods are considered, that is relatively normal because there have been so many technological
improvements and changes on the economic conditions of the countries that have been reflected
in changes on the international financial markets. Additionally, there exists a difference among
the LAC that reflected the differences in results when considering those in small and more
homogeneous country groups. Finally, it is important to mention that when the US Federal Funds
interest rate was used as the proxy for international interest rates, it wasn’t significant to the
model.
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ii.

Specific Analysis: As mentioned earlier, looking for those specific models

where the most of the proxy variables were significant and with the expected economic sign at
the same time and in a single regression, normally was obtained using the whole set of countries
(LAC). That could be interpreted as signal that the data panel analysis could be adequate enough
to determine the “push and pull factors” model. Additionally, to the use of the LAC, the specific
models selected were those using capital flows as percentage of GDP53. So, the specific analysis
was performed using the whole set of countries and the capital flows as percentage of GDP,
leaving the other country groups arrangements for future and specific research opportunities. It is
important to mention that specific analyses will helps us to evaluate the paper of the US
Monetary policy alone or as a group together with the other countries considered as Advanced
Countries.
It is important to remember that I tried different measures for the return in the
countries, as three forms of domestic real interest rate, GDP, and stock market relationship.
However, any of the test considering domestic interest rate was significant or made the other
variables significant for any of the three types of capital flows, so I decided not present those on
the results. That could be as a result, because of the lack of homogenization on the compiled
variable, but it could also be because of the excessive volatility on this variable for some
countries, mostly in the 80’s and 90’s. So there will be a need to do more future research in order
to look for a more homogeneous variable of domestic country interest rate.
The other variable of return in the economy, stock market relationship, was individually
many more times significant than the proxies for domestic real interest rates; however of that, when does
happen, normally the “push factors” weren’t significant or with the expected economic sign. For that

53

Another advantage of using capital flows as percentage of GDP is that it took out most of the volume bias.
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reason, I’m not presenting those results. The reason for this could be the fact that there is only data for
eight countries, and considering the lack of importance of these markets in some of the small countries,
there is also need to look for alternative proxies for this measurement in future researches.

The first set of results will be considering the total capital flows to the LAC “All
kinds” type of capital flows as dependent variable and the push factors considering the AC, and
as an economic return, the GDP relationship. As it can be seen on the next table54, the results
indicate that the only significant “push” factor was the proxy of the global liquidity. The estimator
calculated of this variable implies that an increase of 1% of the global liquidity (generated by the growth
of the monetary stock in the AC), holding all other things constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC
for an amount between 0.45 to 1.22 percentages of GDP. On the “pull” factors the GDP relationship and
the privatizations were significant for the three models, while the country riskiness was only significant
when the random-effects model was calculated. The significance of the models (considering the R-square)
varied between the values of 0.44 to 0.48 of explanatory power.

54

It is important to mention that I performed a test to check the viability of time-fixed-effects, and the results indicate that in
most of the cases, time-fixed-effects were necessary. I also executed Hausman tests in order to decide if Fixed or Random effects
were better to use, indicating that in many cases, it was better to use random effects. Then, I also made Breusch-Pagan Lagrange
Multiplier test to see if Random effects were correct, being correct for most of the models. So, taking into consideration the mix
of results of all of these performed tests, I present the results of the three models. Additionally, I would like to indicate that the
analysis performed was elaborated considering robust standard errors correction for heteroskedasticity and also that tests to check
multicollinearity of the variables were conducted, resulting that those weren’t.
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The same analysis was performed, but in the “push” factors considering the US
alone, as it can be seen on the next table. The results indicate that again the only significant
“push” factor was the proxy of the global liquidity. Analyzing the effects of calculated estimator for
this variable implies that an increase of 1% of the global liquidity (generated by the growth of the
monetary stock in the US), holding all other things constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC for an
amount between 0.47 to 1.71 percentages of GDP. Meaning that there is more impact for the LAC
countries when there are changes on the US monetary policy considered alone than when it is considered
in the group of AC.
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The three “pull” factors were significant for the three models, implying that those also
play a significant role on the attraction of capital flows to those countries. Another important fact is that
these models have also values of explanatory power between values of 0.44 to 0.48.

In those results prevail two main aspects; first, that there is significance on “push
factors” because the global liquidity was significant, with higher impact on the capital flows
when the US is considered alone. Second one was that with the US data, a little more
explanatory power was registered to the “pull factors’ because another of those variables became
significant.
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Besides of the results considering all types of capital flows, I also performed a separated
analysis for some of the components of this, as shown on the general analysis, the results registered some
differences. Then, checking the results from the capital flows related to “Debt” type of capital flows and
considering the GDP relationship I got the results for the AC shown on the next table.

Those results show that there were two “push factors” variables significant on explaining
this type of capital flows. Those were again the proxy for global liquidity, and also the measurement for
risk aversion. Accordingly, analyzing the calculated estimators, implies that an increase of 1% of the
global liquidity (generated by the growth of the monetary stock in the AC), holding all other things
constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC for an amount between values of 0.19 to 0.72 percentages
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of GDP. That impact is lower that the impact registered for “all kinds” type of capital flows. While the
calculated estimator for the risk aversion proxy (holding all other things constant), indicates that for each
reduction of one percentage points on the risk aversion can generate an increase on the “debt” type of
capital flows to the LAC of around 0.04 and 0.09 percentages of GDP. With respect to the “pull factors,”
those registered significant were the privatizations and the measure of country riskiness for the three
considered model. There is an increase on the explanatory power of this model because the R-square was
around 0.66, almost 0.22 higher than compared with “All kinds” of capital flows.
The results for this type of capital flows, but considering the US alone, can be seen on the
next table:
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The results indicate that the two significant “push” factors were again the proxy
of the global liquidity and the risk aversion. Analyzing the effects of calculated estimators for these
variables implies in first instance, that an increase of 1% of the global liquidity (generated by the growth
of the monetary stock in the US), holding all other things constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC
for an amount between 0.23 to 0.80 percentages of GDP. Again, the growth of the monetary stock of the
US alone has a slightly bigger impact for the LAC than the registered growth for the compound of AC. In
the second instance, the calculated estimators for the risk aversion proxy indicate more or less the same
impact on the capital flows to LAC, mainly because the same variable measure is used in both
regressions. In the “pull factors,” again the privatizations and country riskiness were both significant.
Also the explanatory power (R-squared) of these models was around 0.66.

Considering both results together (AC and US alone), it is possible state that there
is significance on the “push factors” because the global liquidity and risk aversion were
significant. There was slightly higher impact on the capital flows when the US is considered
alone (as a consequence mainly because of the higher impact of the global liquidity measure for
the US alone has over the capital flows to LAC). Additionally, both models indicate that the
“pull factors” that have significance are privatizations and country riskiness.
Analyzing the test results for the “Firm related” type of capital flows and considering the
compound set of AC, the “push factors” with this type of capital flows was the only model where the
international interest rate calculated for the AC was significant and with the expected economic sign55.
Analyzing the calculated estimator for this variable indicates that a decrease of 100 basis points in the
international interest rate, holding other things constant, can generate an increase on the capital flows to
the LAC by an amount between values of 0.18 to 0.33 percentages of GDP. Also, the results indicate that
the three “pull factors” were significant, thus implying that the GDP relationship, the privatizations, and
the country riskiness have been important to attract capital flows to those countries. The explanatory
55

Also the risk aversion was statistically significant sometimes, but without the economic expected sign.
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power measured by the R-squared of the regressions was around 0.42, pretty much the same as the “All
kinds” type of capital flows. As it can be seen on the next table.

The other analysis, using the push factors with the US alone, indicates that there were no
“push factors” significant because again some of the risk aversion measure was statistically significant,
but without the expected economic sign. But the three “pull factors” were significant, meaning that there
is a preeminence of the “pull” over the “push” factors when the US is considered alone. Also there is a
slight reduction on the explanatory power of the model. This can be seen on the next table.
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In the “Firm related” type of capital flows results the main aspect that prevails is
the prevalence of the “pull factors” because all were significant in both estimations. Contrary to
the results obtained with the other two types of capital flows, the compound of AC had more
impact in the capital flows to the LAC, because the international interest rate constructed with
the compound the AC was the only one significant. While the other constructed with the US
alone, wasn’t significant.
Finally, in order to analyze part of the claim that the US Monetary Policy is causing
disruption to the emerging and developing countries by promoting capital flows to those countries as
consequence of the reduction in its domestic interest rate, especially during most of the 2000’s. I would
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like to include in the analysis the results for the “All kinds” type of capital flows for the period 2000 to
201056, which cover part of the period of this claim57.

The regressions were performed considering the total capital flows to the LAC
“All kinds” type as dependent variable and the push factors considering the AC. As it can be
seen on the next table, the results indicate that there were two significant “push” factors. Those
were the proxy of the global liquidity and the risk aversion (those results weren’t observed when
the fixed-effect model was used). The estimator calculated of this variable implies that an increase of
1% of the global liquidity (generated by the growth of the monetary stock in the AC), holding all other
things constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC for an amount between 0.47 to 1.67 percentages of
GDP. Even with the limitation that the fixed-effect model wasn’t significant, the impact of the global
liquidity on the capital flows to LAC is bigger than the impact registered for the whole period (0.45 to
1.22 percentages of GDP). The other “push factor” that was significant, the risk aversion, indicated that
for each reduction of one percentage points in risk aversion, holding other things constant, can generate
an increase on the total capital flows to the LAC of around 0.06 and 0.22 percentages of GDP. For the
whole period, however, this variable wasn’t significant.
On the “pull” factors the privatizations and the country riskiness were significant.
Nonetheless the fact that the countries had reduced the number and amount of privatizations during the
2000’s, the results indicates that it was important on the capital flows attraction. But the reduction
registered on the country riskiness was significant in the three models, indicating in some sense, that the
changes in the political, social and economic aspects have been important factor in the capital flows
attraction also. One flaw of these results is that the explanatory power fell to almost half to that registered
using the whole period because the R-squared varied between the values of 0.16 to 0.20. All of this can be
seen on the next table.

56
The other two types of capital flows, “Debt” and “Firm related”, didn’t registered significant results at all, for that reason those
are not presented.
57
I tried to cover only the period from 2003-2010, but the results were not significant at all.
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When the analysis was performed using the “push factors” with the US alone, the results
indicate that there were no “push factors” significant (just in the Pooled model the global liquidity was
significant). For the “pull factors” the privatization and the country riskiness were again significant but
only in the random-effect and pooled models. So, the results obtained using the US alone, are almost not
significant at all. For that reason, it is not possible to compare against the results obtained using the
compound of AC. This can be seen on the next table.
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When the results of the whole period are compared with those for the 2000-2010 period,
it is difficult to compare because the lack of significance of the results using the US data alone (but also
using the other types of capital flows) and for the reduction in the explanatory power of the model.
However, it appears that the global liquidity calculated using the compound of AC has greater impact
during the 2000’s than the whole period. Also, it appears that the risk aversion had the potential of
explanatory power, so it would be important for future researches to go more deeply into this subject
2000-2010 period, using more time disaggregation in order to increase the number of observations and
also trying other proxy variables.
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iii.

Findings
The analysis indicates that there is a difference in the main factors that have

explanatory power for the different types of capital flows. It appears that “pull factors” were
more important than “push factors” for almost each type of capital flows.
The most important “push factor” was the global liquidity. This result applies to
the “All kinds” and “Debt” type of capital flows. Another main characteristic of these results is
that the impact on the capital flows was bigger when the measurement considering the US alone
was used (this was as consequence of the proxy used for global liquidity, because the growth of the
monetary stock of the US alone had slightly bigger impact for the LAC than the registered growth for the
compound of AC). That could be related to economic, financial, and political linkages of most of

the LAC with the US. The other “push factor” related to the monetary policy in the AC, the
proxy for international interest rate, was only significant for the “Firm related” type of capital
flows and when the compound of AC were used. So, the US Treasury 10 years bond interest rate
has impact on the capital flows to the LAC only indirectly when it was used with the similar
other interest rates of the AC. The risk aversion proxy had some explanatory power on the
“Debt” type of capital flows. When the 2000-2010 period and “All kinds” of capital flows were
considered, both, global liquidity and risk aversion had explanatory power for the capital flows
to the LAC, but only when the AC compound was considered.
For the “pull factors,” the most important variable was privatization; next country
riskiness which was significant most of the time. Finally, the return variable was only sometimes
significant. This may be because only one simple proxy, which was measured by the GDP
relationship, was significant. Thus it would be useful to consider other proxies in future research.
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The model of “push and pull factors” was able to give us an idea of the main
factors that drove capital flows to the LAC for the period 1987-2010. In addition, even the
statistical limitations presented when the 2000-2010 period was used, it was also able to indicate
some of the main factors that affect the flow of capital to the LAC.
iv.

Robustness Check

Considering that many results can be misleading due to statistical
characterizations of each model, so all the analyses performed were elaborated considering
robust standard errors correction for heteroskedasticity. Tests were also performed to validate the
fixed or random effects, to validate the time-fixed effects, and to see if pooled is preferred.
Additionally, the unit-root tests were performed in order to check if the variables were stationary
using the Levin-Lin-Chu and the Harris-Tzavalis unit root tests.
Additionally, a set of alternative variables was created, not only to perform a
comparative analysis between the US and the AC on the “push factors,” but also to provide more
robustness to the model having alternative variables. I only reported, measures that can give us a
helpful insight directly about the US Monetary Policy. However, there was also another measure
used for risk aversion, the volatility index calculated by STOXX limited for the European
market58. Including it didn’t change the results significantly (because there is no information
available for the whole period for time the results are limited to the 2000-2010 period).
“Pull factors” alternative variable were generated as well. I included an alternative
variable for country riskiness, a numeric grade of the credit sovereign rating59, even when it
didn’t work as the original in all the analysis performed (it worked well with “Debt” and with
58

The indicator was described on the data description and sources of the information section.
This indicator was also described on the data description and sources of information section.

59
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half of the “All kinds” of capital flows types). In all cases, it registered a considerable reduction
on the R-squared because of the lack of a long time data, because it registered consistent data for
all the countries since 2002 only.
In general terms, the “push and pull factors” model captured the capital flows to
the LAC rather well, but it will be important for future researches to focus on shorter time
relationship to improve the analysis.
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Conclusions
This study indicates that expansionary US Monetary Policy has had a general tendency to
reduce US long term interest rates. Given the increasing linkages among countries through the
interconnections through trade, financial and labor markets, such policy has not only had effects
in the US economy, but also on the rest of the world. In response to those effects, many
emerging and developing countries have been pursuing counter policies.
The data on capital flows to the emerging and developing countries indicates that the LAC
have been receiving capital flows as well as the others and the main source of those capital flows
continues to be the advanced economies. Analyzing the types of capital that are flowing to the
LAC, the main type is “Firm related” because it has been the only one that was constantly
positive during the time period considered. This type of capital flow has been driven for different
events such as the change of most of the LAC towards more market oriented policies and the
internationalization of firms in order to compete globally. There is an important correlation
among the capital flows to the LAC, especially on the “Firm related” type, meaning that they
have had followed the same path of market liberalization throughout this time.
The other important capital flow is the “Debt” type because it has been an additional source
of financing for the private and public sectors; it has been a supplemental source of funds,
especially in crisis’ times.
The econometric results indicate that the US Federal Reserve Funds rate has been
influencing the long term interest rate, indicating that, holding other thing constant for the whole
time period considered (2007-2011), for any 100 basis points change in the Fed funds interest
rate implied a change in the same direction in the long term interest rate between 59 and 62 basis
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points. However, the changing economic conditions and the persistence on the fiscal deficit on
the US have been reducing the influence as time passes. The econometric test results for the
2006-2011 period indicate that the effect was reduced to almost half of the whole period effect.
A change of 100 basis points in the Fed funds rate produced only a change between 30 and 34
basis points in the long term interest rate. The econometric results support the “conundrum on
the interest rate” claimed by Greenspan and Bernanke, given the fact that, the incidence for each
100 basis points of change in the Fed Funds rates was only between 9 and 16 basis points on the
long term interest rate for the period April, 2003 to June, 2006.
In general, the econometric results of the “push and pull factors” model for capital flows
indicate that there exists a slightly preeminence of the “pull” over the “push” factors. This means
that the LAC are doing something (through sound and consistent economic policies, political
stability, and more market oriented policies) to attract capital flows. But the US and the other
advanced countries (through the reduction of the interest rate and expanded global liquidity) are
helping those capital flows go to the LAC, as well.
Concerning the major object of this study, the effects of US Monetary Policy on the
capital flows to the LAC, two main indicators of the monetary policy were included as “push
factors.” The first one, the Fed funds interest rate, was measured indirectly through its influence
on the long term US interest rate. In that sense and as mentioned earlier, the influence of the Fed
funds interest rate over the US Treasury 10 years interest rate has been decreasing along the
time. But the specific econometric results of the “push and pull factors” model indicate that the
long term US interest rate has had influence only over the “Firm related” type of capital flows.
Analyzing the calculated estimator for the compound of AC, it indicates that a decrease of 100
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basis points in the international interest rate, holding other things constant, can generate an
increase on the capital flows to the LAC by an amount between 0.18 to 0.33 percentages of GDP.
The second indicator of the US Monetary policy included on the “push factors,” the
global liquidity indicator, (because of the use as a proxy of the growth of the monetary stock in
the AC) was statistical and economically significant for the “All kinds” and “Debt” types of
capital flows. The econometric results for the “All kinds” of capital flows indicate that an
increase of 1% of the global liquidity (measured by the growth of the monetary stock in the US),
holding all other things constant, can generate capital flows to the LAC for an amount between
0.47 to 1.71 percentages of GDP. This effect is higher than when the indicator is constructed
with the compound of AC because the effect on capital flows was between 0.45 to 1.22
percentages of GDP.
For the “Debt” type of capital flows, the econometric results indicate that an increase of
1% of the global liquidity, holding all other things constant, can generate capital flows to the
LAC for an amount between 0.23 to 0.80 percentages of GDP. It registering slightly more effect
than when it is considered with the compound of AC because the effects on capital flows could
be between 0.19 to 0.72 percentages of GDP.
In the “Debt” type of capital, the other “push factor” (risk aversion) was also statistically
and economically significant. For each reduction of one percentage points in the risk aversion
was estimated to generate an increase on the “Debt” type of capital flows to the LAC of between
0.04 and 0.09 percentages of GDP (holding all other things constant).
Related to the “pull factors,” the econometric results indicate that capital flows not only
rely on the economic returns, because the results weren’t always statistically and economically
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significant. On the contrary, most of the results show that the reduction on the perception of risk
in the LAC has been of great importance on the attraction of capital flows, given that those were
statistically and economically significant for almost all of the three types of capital flows. The
privatization of previously state-owned firms had a major role on the attraction of capital flows
especially during the first time period.
In summary the study shows that US Monetary Policy has been having an important role
on the determination of the capital flows to the Latin America Countries especially in recent
times.
Finally, this study opens the door to many future and more advanced researchers, not
only on the utilization of new or improved variable proxies, but also on the analysis of the assets
of the Latin America region, the study of the short term relationship of the capital flows model,
and the study of the linkages among the countries in the region.
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